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Sterling 1 

Introduction 
One of the most common tropes that permeates the Horror genre is the depiction of 

women as monsters. Horror films and novels depict women as victims of possession, wielders of 

dark powers, and villainous hags. In my thesis I focus on the representation of adolescent, 

menstruating women in the horror genre, using two contemporary texts from North America. My 

chosen texts are works that overtly depict menstruation and puberty: Stephen King’s Carrie and 

John Fawcett’s Ginger Snaps. In Carrie and Ginger Snaps, both title characters experience 

traumatic menarches that lead them to horrific journeys. Both Ginger and Carrie become 

monsters because of their unusual puberty, which prevents them from becoming part of a female 

community and finding a place of belonging. Instead of joining groups of likeminded women, 

Ginger and Carrie eliminate the communities around them; their monstrosity is so destructive 

that their failures result in the failures of the women around them. The representation of 

menstrual women in horror suggests that those who do not menstruate normally are ultimately 

doomed to become outsiders and fail their hero’s journeys, which implies to audiences that there 

is a “normal” way to menstruate and that women who do not menstruate “normally” can never 

become functional members of society. 

In some cases, the social stigmatization of menstruation gives rise to the monstrous 

potential of women in horror. In Stephen King’s Carrie, Carrietta White begins her period in the 

school shower and is ruthlessly bullied because of it. This event triggers the awakening of 

Carrie’s terrible secret: that she has telekinetic powers. Over the course of Carrie, Carrietta 

transforms from a bullied victim into a revenge-fueled monster. Her torment at the 

commencement of her menstruation haunts her throughout the entire novel; her period is what 

causes her to become the monster in her final chapters. Carrietta is at a pivotal point in her life, 



  
 

   

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

  

    

  

  

                                                           
     

  
   

    

 

 

 

Sterling 2 

trapped between girlhood and womanhood. Likewise, she is trapped between human and 

inhuman, as her telekinetic powers separate her from her peers and her mother. Her relationship 

with her peers is her only connection to the normal life that Carrie craves to experience. As a 

well-known horror author,1 Stephen King, the author of Carrie, writes from a perspective that 

reflects how many female characters are portrayed in the horror genre in the United States: from 

a male perspective and in a context that positions the female as monstrous. 

In the Canadian film Ginger Snaps, directed by John Fawcett, young Ginger Fitzgerald is 

attacked by a werewolf on the very same night that she begins her first period. As she “turns into 

a woman” she also experiences a transformation of a bestial nature. Along with new body hair, 

Ginger experiences an increase in aggression, violent behavior, and sexual appetite. By drawing 

parallels between menstruation and lycanthropy, Ginger Snaps implies that womanhood and 

monstrosity have more in common than meets the eye. Ginger Snaps provides a blatant 

representation of menstruation in horror films by depicting menstrual blood (trickling down 

Ginger’s leg and in Ginger’s dirty laundry) instead of implying the topic or using symbolism to 

show that a woman is menstruating. Ginger’s aggression and shifts in mood reflect and confirm 

the common stereotypes of pubescent women. 

In both Carrie and Ginger Snaps, the supporting characters2 deny the main characters 

access to same-sex social groups. Acceptance into a community of women is part of the Return 

stage of the Female Hero’s Journey as described by Pearson and Pope in their text The Female 

Hero in American and British Literature. Pearson and Pope describe the Female Hero’s Journey, 

which is based on Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s Journey (also called Monomyth Theory) from The 

1 Stephen King has published 54 novels and about 200 short stories as of 2017; he has won nearly 100 awards for his 
work in the horror genre.
2 Supporting characters in Carrie include Sue Snell, Margaret White, Rita Desjardin, and Chris Hargensen. 
Supporting characters in Ginger Snaps include Brigitte Fitzgerald, Trina Sinclair, and Jason McCardy. 



  
 

  

  

 

  

 

   

 

 

   

 

   

  

  

   

 

   

  

  

  

  

                                                           
  

      
  

  

Sterling 3 

Hero With A Thousand Faces.3 Pearson and Pope argue that Campbell’s Monomyth is not 

inclusive to female protagonists and create a Monomyth that outlines the journey of the female 

hero. Pearson and Pope populate the three core stages of the Female Hero’s Journey with 

milestones that are specific to the female hero. 

Each core stage contains a “dragon” that must be slain and a reward to be reaped. The 

first stage of the Female Hero’s Journey, The Exit from the Garden, allows the protagonist to 

leave the domestic, known world. Pearson and Pope explain that in the Exit from the Garden, the 

female hero comes to realize that the people she recognized as her mentors or guardians are 

actually her captors. To complete the first stage, the hero must “slay the dragon of the virginity 

myth” and continue on her journey alone. After completing the first stage, the hero continues on 

to the second stage (The Emperor’s New Clothes). In the second stage the hero meets a seducer 

figure that helps her experience the world; however, this figure is just as controlling as the 

captors she flees from in the first stage. To overcome this stage, the hero must “slay the dragon 

of romantic love” and gain the gift of independence. After completing the second stage, the hero 

moves on to the third and final stage of the Hero’s Journey, The Woman Is Her Mother. In the 

final stage, the hero seeks her father and instead encounters her mother, who rewards her with a 

sense of wholeness through reconciliation. In the final stage, the hero “slays the dragon of female 

inferiority” and gain acceptance into a female community (68). The third stage is where Carrie 

White and Ginger Fitzgerald fail in their hero’s journeys. 

Women who complete the third stage of their Hero’s Journey become empowered by the 

rewards they received throughout their journey. Through their newfound confidence, they attract 

3 The Hero’s Journey consist of the Departure stage (Call to Adventure, Refusal of the Call, Intervention of 
Supernatural Aid, Crossing the Threshold, and Entering the World of the Unknown), the Initiation stage (the Road 
of Trials, Meeting the Temptress, Reconciliation with the Father, and the Ultimate Boon), and the Return stage 
(Sharing Knowledge and Rejuvenation of the Kingdom). 
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or build a community with which they can share their wisdom. In turn, their community gives 

them a place where they can belong. The heroes are able to improve (or rejuvenate) the world of 

the Known for themselves and for other women because of the wisdom they gained. In the 1990 

film adaptation of Stephen King’s IT, the primary female character, Beverly Marsh, successfully 

completes the female hero’s journey. She begins her journey under the oppressive hand of her 

father, which she escapes through her friends as they uncover and battle It. After her first battle 

with It, she leaves only to marry a man who is equally as controlling as her father. When It 

returns, Beverly returns to her friends, through whom she realizes that the man she married is no 

better than the man she escaped from. After gaining knowledge about overcoming her fears, 

Beverly leaves her husband and is free to live a life without oppression. In escaping her father 

and her husband, Beverly completes her hero’s journey. However, whereas Beverly succeeds in 

her journey, neither Ginger nor Carrie succeed in this final stage of their Hero’s Journeys; they 

do not gain wisdom, they do not join a community of women, and they do not improve their 

Known worlds. I expand on Pearson and Pope’s The Female Hero in American and British 

Literature by applying the Female Hero’s Journey to the monstrous women found in the horror 

genre. The Female Hero’s Journey is typically used to define a protagonists’ journey as she 

becomes a hero; however, I use the Female Hero’s Journey in a unique way by applying it to the 

female monsters in my texts. 

Like the women who never succeed in locating female communities, the women of the 

Gothic genre face the torments of isolation. Scholars who have studied Gothic literature note that 

dependency, removal of support systems, and solitude are common plot-points in Gothic 

literature, especially Gothic texts with female protagonists.4 Claire Kahane argues that female 

4 Critics who have noted such themes include Norman Holland and Leona Sherman, Justin Edwards, and William 
Veeder. 



  
 

 

  

  

    

   

  

 

 

   

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

  

  

Sterling 5 

protagonists in Gothic texts undergo “separation and isolation” from their mothers and mother-

figures (48). In becoming separated from their female communities, the women in Gothic texts 

either assume a socially acceptable position or are destroyed (54). In Kahane’s Gothic analysis, 

the separation from the mother-figure at the beginning of the Gothic text is important to her 

evolution of independence; both Carrie and Ginger Snaps fall into the Horror genre instead of 

Gothic because their pursuance of community is fatal, rather than their quest for independence.  I 

argue that in my texts, separation from female communities leads to the characters’ final 

destruction, not their liberation. 

Relationships with members of the same sex, also known as homosocial relationships, are 

vital to Carrie’s and Ginger’s development as characters. Previous scholars, such as Eve 

Sedgwick, Elizabeth Abel, and bell hooks define homosocial relationships as non-sexual and 

non-romantic relationships between two people of the same sex or gender. Eve Sedgwick, the 

author of Between Men: English Literature and Male Homosocial Desire, defines homosocial 

desire as “social bonds between persons of the same sex” (1). A key difference between 

homosocial and homosexual relationships is the type of desire involved in the relationship. A 

homosexual relationship is a relationship between two people of the same sex in which the two 

individuals are erotically attracted to each other (1). Homosocial bonds, meanwhile, form based 

on a desire for social interaction or social bonds. Sedgwick argues that the way in which male 

and female homosocial relationships function are different because of the vastly different 

expectations of female and male interactions. Sedgwick writes that the “arrangements between 

genders” are so deeply ingrained in society that homosocial connections are affected by sexes 

that have no part in the relationships (i.e: male-male social relationships are impacted by the 

perceptions/expectations of women) (25). Because both females and males are traditionally 
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raised by a female guardian (mother), a female identity impacts the ways both genders are 

fostered. Traditionally, female children are brought up mirroring the femininity of their mothers 

while male children are raised rejecting the femininity of their female guardians (Sedgwick 24). 

Because of this, the first relationship that female children take part in is with their mother and 

shape the way they create their homosocial relationships. The first relationship that male children 

take part in is with a person of the opposite gender and is a kinship based on the denial of 

qualities; therefore, the first relationship that male children take part in is a relationship of 

opposition. According to Sedgwick, males base their subsequent relationships on competition 

with each other to prove masculinity. Therefore, female-female relationships are typically 

defined by similarities between the two parties and male-male relationships are typically defined 

by what separates the two parties. 

Finding similar women with whom to form a community is the final stage of Pearson and 

Pope’s Female Hero’s Journey; after the communities are formed, their goal is to maintain a 

place of belonging for the women involved. Elizabeth Abel examines the goals of female 

homosocial relationships in her essay “(E)merging Identities: The Dynamics of Female 

Friendship in Contemporary Fiction by Women.” Abel asserts that the goal of female-female 

relationships is to fuse and maintain an emotional link with their fellows. The emotional bonds 

between themselves and their friends allow the women to fulfill the goal of their relationship. 

Women seek out those who are different than themselves, but not opposing to their personality 

traits, to compensate for their weaknesses. However, bell hooks critiques female communities 

and the view of female relationships as bonds over shared experiences as victims. In her essay 

“Sisterhood: Political Solidarity between Women,” hooks writes that “women are enriched when 

we bond with one another but we cannot develop sustaining ties… using the model of 
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Sisterhood” (128). She argues that the model of female homosocial bonding known as Sisterhood 

supports the idea women can better themselves through their relationships with other women, yet 

female friendships are rarely maintained because of competition. This model suggests that 

female homosocial friendships rarely overcome the ingrained idea that women must compete 

with each other. The Sisterhood model of bonding enforces patriarchal views of female 

relationships by enforcing an idea that women can only bond through shared oppression and 

victimization; however, instead of abandoning the idea of Sisterhood altogether, hooks states that 

true Sisterhood is not only important to the feminist movement, but that it is based on “shared 

strengths and resources” instead of shared oppression (128). However, the idea of Sisterhood 

based on oppression is supported in Ginger Snaps and Carrie, in which female relationships are 

built on trauma and oppressive gender roles. Ginger attempts to maintain sisterhood and Carrie 

attempts to create it, but each character fails because of their goal because their trauma is not 

something that their peers share with them (though Carrie does share her trauma moments before 

her death).While theorists have discussed the challenges and obstacles to finding and 

maintaining female communities, my analysis of women in horror who fail to find a homosocial 

community provides a way to consider the negative implications of portraying women who fail 

in finding community as dangerous outsiders. I consider whether representing them as violent 

murderers and inhuman monsters function as feminist critique or reinscribes hetero-normative 

patriarchy. 

Though Sedgwick defines homosocial relationships as bonds between people of the same 

sex, I make a distinction from Sedgwick’s explanation by defining homosocial relationships as 

communities between people who identify as the same gender. Though this distinction may still 

prove to be problematic (in that some people identify as having a fluid gender, no gender, or all 
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genders), it removes homosocial communities from their reliance on biological sex, which has 

less to do with a person’s social decisions than their gender identity. Because a person’s sex is 

defined by their biological characteristics, some beliefs on sex limit sex to a binary system: male 

and female. However, Anne Fausto-Sterling argues that biological sex falls on a spectrum. In her 

book Sexing the Body: Gender Politics and the Construction of Sexuality, Fausto-Sterling 

describes her theory on the spectrum of biological sex; she questions the use of only two sexes, 

suggesting that sex can range anywhere from female to male and, more often than not, falls 

somewhere in the middle of the two.5 Gender, meanwhile, describes how a person identifies with 

different gender labels, which may or may not correspond to their biological sex. Judith Butler 

argues that gender is performative, meaning that everyday actions and societal expectations 

construct the “essence” of a gendered identity (174).  Butler destabilizes the idea of gender as an 

extension of an ontological identity, which suggests Carrie and Ginger’s post-puberty identities, 

while fulfilling a female biological function, are not as feminine or as human their bodies would 

suggest. That is, just because their bodies are behaving like human women, they are not as 

human or as feminine as they seem; Carrie and Ginger both display masculine characteristics 

related to their monstrosity. Despite their bodies becoming more biologically feminine, their 

identities become less feminine as they become more monstrous.  

As is the case with Ginger Snaps and Carrie, menstruation and femaleness are directly 

linked to monstrosity. Many authors have already delved into the connection between 

menstruation and monstrosity in Horror. Overall, scholars who have researched menstruation in 

Horror have typically come to the conclusion that menstruation is often seen as a flaw or an 

5 Fausto-Sterling uses the terms female, male, ferms, merms, and herms to describe some of the possible sexes that 
humans are already born as. Ferms refers to female-presenting intersexed people; merms are male-presenting 
intersexed people; and are those that present as both male and female or as neither male nor female. 
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illness. Women who menstruate are incomplete, and are therefore open to outside influences. 

However, women going through puberty are already in a state of transformation. Their instability 

makes them particularly dangerous. The misconceptions and stigmatizations that surround 

menstruation and puberty make women easy targets of monstrous representation. 

Ingrid Johnston-Robledo and Joan Chrisler argue that, particularly in the United States, 

menstruation and puberty are stigmatized. Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler’s article “The 

Menstrual Mark: Menstruation as Social Stigma,” note that because only women menstruate, 

menstruation is seen as a flaw that separates women from men, supporting the patriarchal notion 

that men are superior to women. Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler claim that menstruating women 

are seen as out-of-control, violent, verbally abusive, and angry; a menstruating woman is nearly 

always described with negative terms and is taught to keep her menstruation a secret. Despite 

being natural, menstruation and menstrual blood are considered an abomination, dirty, diseased, 

or poisoned. Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler provide an argument that menstruation is socially 

stigmatized in American culture; I am able to use their explanation of the perception of 

menstruation to support my analysis of the representation of female adolescents in the horror 

genre. Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler argue that menstruation is stigmatized to the point that it 

should not be seen in public nor spoken about; however, I argue that Carrie White and Ginger 

Fitzgerald are not punished because they menstruate publicly but because they fail to menstruate 

in a socially acceptable way. The exposed nature of their menstruation has less to do with their 

social ostracization than the fact that their puberties are deemed “improper” by their peers.6 

6 In both Ginger Snaps and Carrie both women start their periods late into their teens; their first instance of menses 
at an unusually late point in their lives, well after their peers. Such a late start to puberty suggests something else is 
“wrong” with both Carrie and Ginger. 
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Popular media often depicts menstrual blood as being repulsive or a sign of impurity or 

of illness. Previous scholars have discussed the possible reasons that would explain why many 

people are repulsed by menstrual fluids. Gail Kerne Paster writes that “popular media often 

follow[s] Scripture in demonizing menstrual blood and the menstrual woman with a variety of 

taboos” (81). Paster argues that because menstrual bleeding is an involuntary process, those in 

the early modern era believed that it was intended to be a form of punishment. However, lack of 

menstruation also indicates illness. According to Paster, women who menstruate are thought of 

as being punished and women who do not menstruate are unhealthy; attitudes towards 

menstruation put women in a “double bind” within which their menses will be viewed negatively 

under any circumstance (83). 

Likewise, Julia Kristeva discusses the widespread view on menstrual blood. In her 

chapter, “Approaching Abjection” Julia Kristeva sets up a “phenomenological” account of 

abjection, in which she argues that bodily fluids are a common source of abjection. Abjection 

refers to the blurring of identity boundaries, which results in a combined fear and desire within 

the psyche. Julia Kristeva includes the mention of menstrual blood in her theory of abjection, in 

which she describes menstrual blood as “stand[ing] for the danger issuing from within the 

identity” (71). Ideas that are abject often both repulse and attract the subject, which is a key trait 

of the horror genre (which aims to both terrify and attract an audience). Kristeva uses blood, 

corpses, vomit, and rotting food as examples of abject objects. When a person is hurt and bleeds, 

the blood that flows from the wound is simultaneously of that person and separate from that 

person. It is a substance that comes from the living subject and yet is not alive. This breaching of 

the boundary between the subject and the object is at the core of the theory of abjection. Kristeva 

writes that “The abject is not an ob-ject facing me, which I name or imagine. Nor is it an ob-jest, 
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an otherness ceaselessly fleeing in a systematic quest of desire” (1). The abject is both an object 

and a part of the subject, which makes it both repulsive to the subject and desired by the subject. 

Kristeva’s theory of the abject is applicable to both Carrie and Ginger Snaps because of the 

correlation between the women’s menstrual blood and dramatic shifts in their identities. When 

they menstruate, they become something else, something that blurs or breaks the line between 

who they were pre-puberty and who they are post-puberty. 

Previous research on menstruating monsters indicates that menstruation is a common sign 

of something monstrous going on in or around the female character. Aviva Breifel’s essay 

“Monster Pains: Masochism, Menstruation, and Identification in the Horror Film” offers a direct 

correlation between female monsters and menstruation. Breifel argues that the way in which the 

monster of the horror film experiences pain is how the audience interacts with the film. While 

male monsters typically turn to self-harm before violent outbursts, female monsters menstruate 

before they turn against their victims. Male monsters’ masochistic acts separate the audience 

from him, allowing them to take pleasure in the blood and violence of the film. Meanwhile, the 

female monster demands closeness with her audience and asks that the audience relate to her in 

some way; the female monster’s menstruation is a vehicle through which the audience can 

sympathize with her. Her monstrosity is not pleasurable to the audience but, instead, it is pitiable 

or justified. Sarah Trencansky argues that the young women that are so common in the horror 

genre are characterized specifically so that the audience can relate to them. Typically, this is in 

the form of the Final Girl; the Final Girl is the last girl standing against the monster and who, in 

some cases, slays the monster. Trencansky notes that when the monstrous female overcomes the 

limits of human, she becomes threatening to the audience, who had previously empathized with 

her (64, 72). Trencansky asserts that the most dangerous of monsters are those who cannot 
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control the impulses and desires that they are expected to repress. Trencansky’s argument relates 

to menstruating women because of the assumption that menstruating women cannot control 

themselves, much like the dangerous monsters of Trencansky’s text. Unlike Briefel and 

Trencansky, who suggest that female monsters in the horror genre impact the audience, I focus 

my argument on the effect that the menstruating monster has on the secondary female characters 

instead of the monster’s influence on the audience. 

Predating Briefel’s assessment that, in horror, menstruation is a precursor to monstrous 

transformations, Carol Clover also argues that menstruation in horror has a very specific 

indication. The Chapter “Opening Up” from Clover’s Men, Women, and Chainsaws: Gender in 

the Modern Horror Film argues that women are “open” beings and are, therefore, susceptible to 

possession and invasion of outside powers. In particular, women who are experiencing 

menstruation are open and, in horror, menstruation is often a sign of something else going on 

inside the adolescent women. Clover states that “a menstruating woman is a woman ‘open,’” 

which means that she is an empty vessel waiting to be filled (77). In horror, she is usually 

waiting to be “filled” by an evil force, hidden power, or monstrous entity. Kristeva and Clover’s 

arguments on the female body intercept in the idea of women as “leaky vessels,” wherein 

Clover’s notion of the open woman meets Kristeva’s theory of abjection. When women 

menstruate or experience any form of menses, they become empty vessels which abjectly leak, 

creating a breach between the boundaries of identity. 

Though Creed and Clover both address the fear that arises from the topic of menstruation, 

their arguments on what causes the fear is different. Menstruation, according to Clover, is not a 

sign of loss; instead, it is a sign that something additional is happening during menses. However, 

Barbara Creed, author of The Monstrous-Feminine: Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis argues that 
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menstruation is a sign of loss to some because the sight or indication of bleeding genitals induces 

castration anxiety in men. I expand on the analysis of menstruation in horror and I argue that 

Carrie and Ginger Snaps use menstruation as a way to symbolize both “opening up” to some 

monstrous force and the loss of homosocial relationships. It is the women’s ability to “open up” 

to their monstrosity that causes society to reject them. 

My primary texts encourage the audience to sympathize with the monsters they present. 

However, Stephen Asma’s research, compiled in his work On Monsters: An Unnatural History 

of Our Worst Fears, argues that the reason why many monsters are called monsters in a social 

setting is because the average audience does not want to understand the individual who 

committed the crime. The audience instead wishes to distance itself from the monster, which 

causes dissonant emotions when the monster is designed specifically to elicit sympathy -or, even 

worse, empathy- from its viewers. The audience’s connection to monsters in the horror genre can 

either emphasize the monster’s inhumanity (and therefore separate the monstrous from the 

human) or create a strong connection between the monster and their human audience (and 

therefore remind the audience that they, too, can becomes monsters). By creating monsters out of 

menstruating and adolescent women, the horror genre creates a monster that is equally as fear 

inducing to men as she is to women. She is something that the male audience can never hope to 

identify with because of her uniquely female experience and something that the female audience 

has no desire in becoming, and yet is rooted in something she cannot control. 

Monsters are often defined by their desires and the way in which the audience relates to 

the monsters of the horror genre is through the monsters’ desires. Jeffrey Jerome Cohen argues 

that monsters awaken secret desires in their audience. In his essay “Monster Culture (Seven 

Theses),” Cohen explains the Seven Theses of defining monsters. One of these theses is that the 
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fear of a monster actually represents desire. He argues that monsters are as envied and admired 

as they are rejected and stigmatized. In relation to adolescent women, women “coming of age” 

portray characteristics that are both repulsive to the public (menstruation, emotional imbalance, 

hormones) and desired (sexualization, reproductive capabilities, confidence). The characters 

themselves often unlock personal desires that they did not previously realize. 

Unlike Cohen, who argues that monsters are entities that unlock desires, Noël Carroll 

argues that the monsters in horror films are threatening because they are impure beings, not 

because they represent a secret desire. In Philosophy of Horror or Paradoxes of the Heart, 

Carroll suggests that monsters fall into two categories, fission and fusion. Fission monsters are 

monsters that separate and fusion monsters are monsters that combine. Carroll writes that, 

through fission, a monster can possess “contradictory elements [which are] distributed over 

different, though metaphysically related, identities” (45). That is, that an entity that has 

experienced fission can behave in two separate ways or have different appearances, both of 

which occupy the same body.7 However, this is not always the case, as Carroll points out in his 

examples of fission monsters, which includes “doppelgangers, alter-egos, and werewolves” (46). 

Though alter-egos and werewolves are defined by two contradictory identities occupying the 

same body, doppelgangers are different because they are classified as two bodies that seem to 

have the same identity. Fission monsters are beings that are separate from each other and cannot 

occupy the same body at the same time: two bodies, beast and human, or beautiful and ugly. 

Fusion monsters, meanwhile, are compiled of two beings that occupy the same space at the same 

time. Examples of fusion monsters include Frankenstein’s Monster (fusion of different body 

7 According to Carroll's article “Nightmare and the Horror Film: The Symbolic Biology of Fantastic Beings,” beings 
who experience fission are often repressed (22); Carrie is clearly a repressed character thanks to her social 
ostracization and her mother's zealous and dominating nature. 
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parts) and zombies (fusion of life and death). Implementing Carroll’s theory, I argue that Carrie 

is a fission monster, but that her fission occurs as a way of protecting herself. Ginger, 

meanwhile, is a fusion monster on the brink of becoming a fission monster; Ginger Snaps is 

capable of creating a monster that is both fusing and separating. Ginger is a fusion monster 

because she is both human and beast in a single body; rather than having two separate identities 

in one body, her beast identity and her human identity are fusing. Ginger’s human personality 

changes because of the influence of her bestial personality. Ginger is unique because many 

werewolves in contemporary literature shift between their human identity and their werewolf 

identity, usually transforming during the full moon; Ginger, meanwhile, is always part human 

and part wolf. Her transformation is gradual and, once it’s complete, permanent. She does not 

change form with the cycle of the moon and cannot return to her human form once the 

transformation is complete. 

In my first chapter, I argue that Ginger’s transformation in Ginger Snaps reinforces 

heteronormative gender roles by denying Ginger access to a homosocial community because of 

her rejection of an acceptable gender role; Ginger not only loses her connection with other 

women in the film, but destroys her relationship with her sister and her mother. Because Ginger 

is unable to better her female community, she fails her Female Hero’s Journey. Ginger Snaps 

reinforces the idea that women who do not menstruate normally are unable to connect with their 

peers and unable to maintain a role in society. 

In my second chapter, I argue that Stephen King’s Carrie also supports stereotypes of 

menstruating women by stigmatizing female characters who do not menstruate “normally.” 

Because Carrie has an abnormal menstruation, she is rejected from a community of her peers; in 

an attempt to fulfill her desire to join a community and complete her Female Hero’s Journey, 
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Carrie splits herself into two identities and forms an internal community of women. However, 

because this does not fulfill the requirement for the completion of her journey, Carrie becomes 

monstrous and attempts to destroy the communities that rejected her in the past. 

Carrie’s fission and Ginger’s fusion, which are triggered by their menstruations, 

ultimately make them unsuitable for homosocial communities. Because the female hero’s 

journey concludes with the hero joining a female group to share her wisdom with, neither Carrie 

nor Ginger complete their journeys. Their failures deny them the role of the hero in their stories. 

They become monsters when they destroy not only their own female communities, but the 

communities of the women around them as well. In the chapters that follow, I closely examine 

Ginger Snaps and Carrie and present evidence to argue that each woman’s traumatic puberty is 

what leads to them failing their hero’s journey, eliminating the female communities around them, 

and turning from potential heroes into violent monsters. 
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Chapter 1: The Curse 
“B, I just got the curse” -Ginger Fitzgerald, Ginger Snaps 

The horror genre would be incomplete without the appearance of one of folklore and 

literary history’s most ruthless killing machines: werewolves. The werewolf legend can be traced 

back to the Stone-Age, when warriors would don disguises made of wolf fur before attacking 

rival settlements (Frost 4). Since then, the popularity of werewolves has grown and expanded. 

From The Wolf Man (1941) to the Underworld series (2003) to Twilight (2008), werewolves 

have stalked popular films. Though werewolves are often portrayed as violent monsters in films, 

at times they have been represented as protagonists and, in a few circumstances, they are both 

vicious monster and principal character.  Ginger Snaps (2000) is an example of a werewolf film 

in which the title character fulfills both the role of the central character and the film’s monster, 

much like in the 1941 film The Wolf Man; however, Ginger Snaps is unique because Ginger is 

one of the few female werewolves of Hollywood, which is overwhelmingly populated by male 

werewolves. Her position as a female werewolf who is both victim and monster in the film make 

Ginger a unique addition to the werewolf narrative. Though the origins of the werewolf legend 

are predominated by male werewolves, the inclusion of women into werewolf stories has given 

the mythos a foothold in Feminist and Women’s Studies; despite this, the common terminology 

for werewolves has not evolved to apply to the inclusion of female lycanthropes.8 

The term werewolf is derived from the Old English word “wer,” meaning “man,” and 

“wolf,” referring to Lupine members of the Canidae family (Mish 1339, 1356). However, this 

terminology is limiting to the female lycanthropes that have been appearing more often in 

8 In his text The Werewolf, Summers makes a distinction between “werewolves” and “lycanthropes,” stating that a 
werewolf is a “human being, man, woman, or child (more often the first), who either voluntarily or involuntarily 
changes or metamorphosed into the apparent shape of a wolf” and a lycanthrope is a person suffering from “that 
mania or disease when the patient imagines himself to be a wolf” (2-3). Ginger Snaps does not make this distinction 
and uses the word “werewolf” and “lycanthrope” interchangeably. 
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literature. The female werewolf does not fulfill the same function as the male werewolf, nor does 

she represent the same predatory aggression that is considered a masculine trait. The male 

werewolf functions as a warning about the consequences of removing men from society; by 

becoming a beast, male werewolves lose the ability to control animalistic urges. Male 

werewolves possess magnified versions of traits that are conventionally associated with 

hypermasculine men; they have increased sexual appetite, violent tendencies, and unquenchable 

hunger. Meanwhile, female werewolves function as a warning about the consequences of women 

who do not adhere to the expectations of their gender. Female werewolves act outside of social 

norms by adopting the masculine traits associated with werewolves. Instead of gaining 

amplifications of traits they already possess, female werewolves gain characteristics that are 

contradictory to what is expected of them. When interacting with society, a man who becomes a 

werewolf does not portray any characteristics that are unexpected of his gender and, therefore, 

are not as easily ostracized from social groups. Female werewolves, on the other hand, behave 

outside of gender expectations and are more likely to be excluded from their social groups. 

Lycanthropy has been a topic in legends from around the world for centuries. Some 

authors, such as Willem de Blécourt in his article “Monstrous Theories: Werewolves and the 

Abuse of History,” trace the origin of the werewolf back to the classic story of King Lycaon, a 

cruel king of Arcadia who was transformed into a wolf as a punishment for feeding the god 

Jupiter human flesh. Blécourt also suggests that the origin of the werewolf legend could be 

traced back to the first accounts of specific diseases, such as “congenital erythropoietic porphyria 

(or CEP)” (189). Sufferers of CEP display symptoms such as hypertrichosis,9 photosensitivity, 

9 Sometimes referred to as “the werewolf syndrome,” hypertrichosis results in the excessive growth of hair all over 
the patient’s body. Merry Wiesner-Hanks’s work The Marvelous Hairy Girls: The Gonzales Sisters and Their 
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sores, and unusually discolored skin. According to Blécourt, these symptoms likely resulted in 

the misinterpretation of these individuals as werewolves because of their unusual appearance, 

wounds that seemed to appear overnight, and uncomfortableness in sunlight. Blécourt also notes 

that modern psychiatric practices recognize “lycanthropy” as a disorder in which the patient 

believes that they turn into an animal (sometimes a wolf) during the full moon (189-190). CEP 

and the psychiatrically recognized disorder “lycanthropy” could explain the origin of the 

werewolf myth. 

One of the most popular werewolf legends from Europe is from the tales of the Brothers 

Grimm. The story tells of a group of three friends who went into the woods. When they laid 

down to nap, one of the friends put on a belt and took the form of a wolf. He then ran into a 

nearby meadow and devoured a horse “mit haut und haar” (trans. “with skin and hair”). After 

devouring the horse, the werewolf removed the the belt and returned to the form of a man (241). 

Like Grimm’s tale, Marie de France’s “Bisclavret” tells the tale of a werewolf with an emphasis 

on clothing being a part of the lycanthropic transformation. In Marie de France’s poem, the 

werewolf cannot transform back into his human form without his clothing; knowing this, the 

man’s wife convinced her lover to steal his clothing so that he would be trapped in his monstrous 

form. Both Grimm’s tale and Marie de France’s poem explain lycanthropy as something that is 

put on and taken off, literally, likeclothing. 

The transmission of lycanthropy from one person to another, or the means by which a 

person transforms into a werewolf vary significantly, even within the same region. In his 2007 

article “‘I Would Have Eaten You Too’: Werewolf Legends in the Flemish, Dutch and German 

Worlds details the account of three sisters who suffered from hypertrichosis, Maddalena, Francesca, and Antonietta 
Gonzalez. Wiesner-Hanks writes about the girls in relation to their family, their treatment, monsters, and mythology 
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
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Area,” Willem Blécourt explains the early werewolf myths throughout Northwestern Europe. 

Blécourt argues that werewolf legends from Northwestern Europe typically contain one of four 

themes. The four common themes that Blécourt notes in his article are “the Werewolf Lover, the 

Oven Legend, the Wound Legend, and the ‘Back Rider’ Legend” (26). The Werewolf Lover 

stories usually include instances of a husband (or boyfriend) who becomes a werewolf and 

attacks his wife (or girlfriend); she later recognizes that the animal that attacked her was her 

lover because of bits of skirt caught between his teeth in human form. In these cases, lycanthropy 

is depicted as a punishment or as an evil outside force (29). The Oven Legend tells the tale of a 

werewolf who transforms due to an article of clothing, which the villagers find and burn. The 

werewolf is then cured of his lycanthropy. The Wound Legend involves the werewolf character 

being wounded in some way and being revealed because of his injuries (26). In the Back Rider 

Legend of lycanthropy, the werewolf jumps on a night-time traveler’s back and clings on to him 

until the traveler comes upon a church, at which point the werewolf releases the human (27). In 

all cases of the werewolf from Blécourt’s review of Northwestern European folklore, the 

werewolf is of the male sex. 

The trope of the male werewolf has survived through classic folklore and mythology and 

into popular films of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.  J. Robert Craig provides an 

overview of werewolf films in his article titled “The Origin Story in Werewolf Cinema of the 

1930s and 40s;” Craig asserts that the origin stories of werewolves in media can typically be 

reduced down to one of three forms: passing of lycanthropy via attack, werewolves “created by 

the machinations of others,” and the werewolf curse as inherited through family (85). More 

importantly to my thesis, Craig’s overview of werewolf media contains no detailed accounts of 

female werewolves; all female werewolves are mentioned in passing. Of the fourteen films Craig 
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mentions in his article, only two contain female werewolves: The Howling and Ginger Snaps. In 

both films, the female werewolves are attacked (and infected) by a male werewolf.10,11 In 

popular literature and film, typically men undergo the horrific, violent transformation into 

predators and women are his victims; women rarely are represented as werewolves. 

However, lycanthropy is not a singularly male experience. Brian J. Frost’s book, The 

Essential Guide to Werewolf Literature, mentions examples of people throughout history who 

believed that they transformed into a wolf (whether spiritually or physically). In his book, Frost 

recounts the tale of a woman, named Dion Fortune, who believed that when she astrally 

projected, her spirit took the form of a wolf; she was able to reverse the effect with intense 

concentration but was left feeling bestial (15). According to Frost, the first instance of a female 

werewolf in fiction appears in 1838, in a story titled “The White Wolf of the Hartz Mountains” 

by Frederick Marryat (59).12 In “The White Wolf of the Hartz Mountains” the protagonist’s 

stepmother, who the father found while he was in the woods hunting a white wolf,  is revealed to 

be a wolf in human form. After the stepmother kills two of her stepchildren, the father comes 

across the stepmother (in human form) devouring the body of one of his deceased children “with 

all the avidity of a wolf” (Maryatt 300).  The father then shoots his wife and her body takes the 

form of a white wolf once again. The experience of the white wolf is unique to the feminine 

experience. The role of the stepmother is a singularly feminine experience because she is able to 

hide her monstrosity because of her sex. If the father character had stumbled upon a man in the 

woods, he would not have been so eager to take that man home to his children. He trusted her 

and did not suspect her of being the creature that killed his son, even at the insistence of his 

10 In The Howling, the protagonist Karen is attacked and infected by her ex-lover, Bill. 
11 In Ginger Snaps, Ginger is mauled by a werewolf that is identified by its “circumcised dick.” 
12 “The White Wolf of the Hartz Mountains” is the reprinted title. The original title of the story is “The White Wolf 
of Kostopchin.” 
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remaining children.  Her ability to infiltrate the family relies on her being welcome into the home 

and taking on the role of the mother. 

In “The White Wolf of the Hartz Mountains,” the source of the lycanthropy is unusual: 

the stepmother is a werewolf because she is a spirit that lives upon a mountain. Despite the many 

variations of the origin of lycanthropy, some symptoms are similar throughout the many 

alternatives of the werewolf legend. Both male and female werewolves show signs of a secret 

bestial nature; some tales show the signs physically,13 while most tellings depict the signs 

psychologically.14 Werewolves are usually violent, aggressive, ravenous, and bestial. 

Werewolves are incapable of suppressing their lupine nature, which blurs the boundaries 

between human and animal. 

The traits that are associated with lycanthropy are typically masculine characteristics; 

therefore female werewolves have a different relationship with the traditional psychological 

symptoms of werewolfism. In her book Monstrous Bodies: Feminine Power in Young Adult 

Horror Fiction Pulliam argues that female werewolves are especially dangerous because they are 

incapable of suppressing the unfeminine characteristics that are associated with lycanthropy 

(e.g.: violence, aggression, hunger). Adolescent female werewolves, meanwhile, are particularly 

monstrous because instead of assimilating with social expectations and becoming more feminine, 

they oppose the boundaries of femininity. The female werewolf is unique from the male version 

because instead of extremizing characteristics that are associated with the werewolf’s gender, the 

female werewolf’s characteristics instead contradict the characteristics associated with 

13 For example, in Werewolf of London (1935) and Cursed (2005), the werewolves are marked by a pentagram on 
their hand; in Ginger Snaps werewolves undergo physical changes such as hair growth, change in hair color, 
growing a tail, growing fangs, and changing facial structure. 
14 Psychological signs consist of “treachery, savagery, and bloodthirstiness” (Frost 3). Werewolf in London (1935), 
Cursed (2005), and Ginger Snaps (2000) all portray psychological changes as well as physical. Other stories, such 
as Grimm’s “Der Werwolf” note that the werewolf is “off” even when he is in human form (214). 
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femininity. In other words, a male werewolf’s hunger, desire for sex, and violent nature are all 

indicative of hegemonic masculinity. A male werewolf is more masculine than a male non-

werewolf. A female werewolf, however, does not become more feminine when she is infected 

with lycanthropy; instead, a female werewolf resists traditional feminine characteristics and 

adopts the aggression, hunger, and sexual drive associated with masculinity. The female 

werewolf’s experiences with society are different than the male werewolves because the female 

werewolf’s masculine characteristics lead to her being ostracized because of her unwillingness to 

conform to traditional patriarchal gender roles. The struggle of the female werewolf is different 

from the struggle of the werewolf because masculine women have difficulty fitting into 

homosocial communities because of their masculine traits, whereas masculine men tend to blend 

into homosocial communities when they express characteristics of hypermasculinity. 

Women who present prominent masculine characteristics are more likely to be excluded 

from social communities, particularly post-pubescent women. Judith Halberstam writes in her 

work “Feminine Masculinity” that the display of masculine personality traits is acceptable in 

women as long as they are prepubescent. However, women who continue displaying these traits 

are “punished, however, when it appears to be the sign of extreme male identification (taking a 

boy's name or refusing girl clothing of any type) and when it threatens to extend beyond 

childhood and into adolescence” (938). Once a woman reaches puberty, she is expected to bear 

the full weight of the feminine roles that are expected of her. Because she fails to fulfill these 

roles, she is pushed away from homosocial communities. Halberstam notes that this is not the 

case with male femininity, “which fulfills a kind of ritual function in male homosocial cultures;” 

female masculinity, on the other hand, “is generally received by hetero- and homo-normative 

cultures as a pathological sign of misidentification and maladjustment” (940). That is, that 
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female masculinity is often associated with mental disorders or illness. Because female 

werewolves, take on masculine characteristics, they fall into Halberstam’s theory of ostracized 

and othered women, who do not fit into the communities that surround them because of their 

monstrous genders.  

John Fawcett’s film Ginger Snaps contains representations of the struggles of the female 

werewolf; in the film, a girl named Ginger becomes a werewolf on the very same night that she 

begins puberty. By connecting menarche with lycanthropy, Ginger Snaps provides a lycanthrope 

experience that is unique to women because of its association with a biological function that is 

distinctly female. Furthermore, the Hero’s Journey that Ginger embarks on is also distinctly 

female and therefore can be classified as a Female Hero’s Journey. Ginger’s journey follows the 

steps of Pearson and Pope’s Female Hero’s Journey until she fails in the climax of the film.15 

Previous research has been conducted on Ginger Snaps, focusing on the depiction of lycanthropy 

and its parallels to menstruation and transformation into a monstrous beast. Typical perceptions 

about periods in North America suggest that periods and menstruation are believed to have a 

serious impact on a woman’s identity. This belief implies that a woman on her period 

experiences negative changes to her personality; women on their periods are usually thought to 

be aggressive, hysterical, or unable to control their emotions. This negative representation of 

periods and adolescent women undergoing menarche is emphasized in Ginger Snaps and taken 

to an extreme in order to display the common misconceptions of menstruation that cause openly 

menstruating women to become ostracized by their peers. My reading of menstruation in Ginger 

Snaps differs from other scholars because I am examining the influence of Ginger’s menstruation 

15 See Introduction. 
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on her female hero’s journey: specifically, how Ginger’s unusual menstruation leads to her failed 

female hero’s journey and induction into monstrosity. 

In Ginger Snaps, menstruation and puberty are curses; therefore, the women who 

experience them are cursed. Menarche symbolizes the inevitable entrance into the patriarchal, 

unknown world that Ginger and Brigitte fought against, the world in which women are expected 

to conform to certain roles and the world in which those who cannot fit into those roles must be 

punished. Ginger, who attempts to claim power over the roles by embracing them fully, becomes 

a monster and must be killed to maintain the patriarchal social system which insists that the 

women are given these roles instead of allowing the women the power to take them. Brigitte, 

meanwhile, refuses all the roles of society. Her punishment is to have her female relationships 

dissolve because she cannot be equals with them; instead of joining a female community of like-

minded women, Brigitte is forced into isolation. Both Fitzgerald sisters are punished for 

disrupting the societal structures that keep other women in place as vehicles of reproduction. 

In April Miller’s essay “The Hair that Wasn't There Before: Demystifying Monstrosity 

and Menstruation in Ginger Snaps and Ginger Snaps Unleashed,” Miller argues that the Ginger 

Snaps’s lycanthropy is used to talk about menstruation in a socially acceptable way. However, 

because Ginger Snaps form a correlation between menstruation and lycanthropy, the film 

ultimately sets up menarche as a monstrous occurrence. Furthermore, Miller maintains that 

Ginger Snaps codes female sexuality as monstrous, because of the violent nature of Ginger’s 

sexual experiences and the sexual nature of Ginger’s violent experiences.16 Miller’s essay 

addresses one of my main topics in this chapter because of her focus on Ginger Snaps as a film 

about adolescence and menarche instead of adult menstruation. My argument adds to Miller’s 

16 After his sexual experience with Ginger, McCardy has wounds on his face, which he explains happened because 
“Ginger Fitzgerald rocked [his] world.” Likewise, Ginger describes killing others as a sexual experience. 
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because I address Ginger’s menstruation as a catalyst which leads to the destruction of her 

relationships and, therefore, the failing of her hero’s journey. 

The “Garden” that Ginger exits from on her Female Hero’s Journey is different from the 

typical “Garden” that is associated with the domestic space. Instead, Ginger and her sister, 

Brigitte, claim their “known world” as the world of children. They disassociate themselves from 

the other girls their age by being repulsed by the idea of boys and sex, having an intense interest 

in the macabre, and disregarding social norms. From the beginning of the film, Ginger and her 

sister Brigitte are established as being unlike other girls of their age. Even their favorite hobby 

acts as a form of self-ostracization to separate them from normality. When planning their death 

project,17 Ginger contemplates portraying herself with slit wrists. However, unable to find a 

sufficient position for the cuts, Ginger exclaims that “wrists are for girls” and decides to slit her 

throat instead. With this statement, Ginger blatantly detests anything that is considered 

traditionally feminine and does anything to stand out of the popular crowd at their high school; 

however, she is also admitting that she is ready to release her childhood because she does not 

want to be a “girl” anymore. Their “known world” is the world in which they can remain as 

ungendered as possible and escape the domestic and sexual expectations of womanhood; their 

“known world” is also a space that allows them to maintain their bond without the need to 

populate their lives with friendships or relationships. 

Ginger and Brigitte’s death project also suggests to the audience that Ginger and Brigitte 

are able to construct how their peers perceive them and, therefore, are able to construct their own 

identities as “others.” As part of their death project, Ginger and Brigitte are film-makers and 

photographers, giving them control over what their audience sees. Through their death projects, 

17 A macabre hobby the girls participate in that involves them staging their own deaths and photographing it 
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Ginger and Brigitte are able to establish themselves as macabre outsiders at their school. They 

use their camera to show death (their own death), which stands out as a morbid hobby that 

disturbs their peers and teachers. By controlling the way their peers see them, Ginger and 

Brigitte become masters of their own otherness. 

Neither Brigitte or Ginger are welcome into peer groups at their schools and, therefore, 

they rely on each other to fulfill their need for homosocial relationships. Despite the resounding 

applause that follows the sisters’ presentation of their death project, the Fitzgerald sisters are 

outsiders. Their male classmates sexualize Ginger; Jason McCardy asks to see pictures of Ginger 

in her death project again and tells his friends that Ginger is “good to go.” Despite Ginger’s 

obvious disinterest, McCardy continues to make advances on her; when she openly denies his 

request to “get together,” he calls her a “bitch.”18 Brigitte, meanwhile, is a “dweeb” according to 

the same boys who sexualize Ginger. Brigitte’s female classmate, Trina Sinclair, both physically 

and verbally abuses Brigitte -after hearing the Fitzgerald sisters play “search and destroy”19- by 

pushing her during Physical Education Class and causing her to fall face-first into the body of a 

mutilated dog. Afterwards, Ginger threatens Trina but makes no immediate move to get revenge 

for her sister. Ginger is Brigitte’s protector20 and suffers social repercussions for her closeness 

with Brigitte; Ginger, too, is isolated from her classmate’s social circles. Because Ginger and 

Brigitte are outcasts, they are allowed more freedom to not conform to societal norms; however, 

they are also social pariahs and therefore do not have access to female communities outside of 

each other. Instead, they rely on each other for homosocial connection, which does not fulfill the 

18 McCardy’s insult of choice for Ginger (bitch) foreshadows her future lycanthropy because of its dual-definition as 
being both a derogatory term for a woman and a term referring to a female dog. 
19 A game where one of the girls picks a person out of a crowd and describes how they might die. 
20 Ginger tells Brigitte that “the big Buddha” sent her to look after Brigitte, who doesn’t defend herself from the 
people who bully her. 
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requirement for the hero’s journey because they are part of the same domestic space. Instead of 

being a new community with which to share knowledge, they represent an old community, the 

community that Ginger leaves after her “Call to Adventure.” 

The “Call to Adventure” that Ginger experiences is her menstrual cramps, which invite 

her into the world of womanhood. Pamela Fitzgerald, the sisters’ mother, is the first to suspect 

that Ginger might be starting her period. When Ginger first shows signs of cramping, explaining 

that she has back pain as a result of her death project, her mother recognizes the pain as being 

cramps, not from pretending to be dead. When she suggests that Ginger might be experiencing 

cramps, Ginger physically reacts to the word as if it disgusts her (by choking on her food) and, in 

doing so, Ginger denies the “Mentor” that comes to her aid (her mother). Though Ginger has an 

available outlet for discussing her puberty, she refuses help and mentorship from any source 

except her sister. By rejecting her call to adventure and her mentor, Ginger has completed the 

first stage of the hero’s journey. 

Ginger’s “Exit from the Garden” begins when she simultaneously begins puberty and is 

attacked by a werewolf. When Ginger and Brigitte attempt to punish Trina by kidnapping her 

dog and making it look as though the dog was attacked by the Beast of Bailey Downs, Brigitte 

notices blood on Ginger’s leg.21 When Ginger realizes that it is menstrual blood and not dog 

blood, Ginger is horrified and calls it a “curse.” By mixing dog blood and human blood in the 

same scene (and mistaking one for the other), Ginger Snaps is foreshadowing the event which is 

about to occur. Ginger’s menstrual blood, which is mistaken for dog blood, will lead to the 

werewolf attack, which will be mistaken for puberty. The constant exchange and interplay 

21 The Beast of Bailey Downs is the name the community has given to the creature that attacks and kills dogs in the 
area; unbeknownst to them, the Beast of Bailey Downs is actually a werewolf. 
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between canine and menstruation indicates that menstruating women are dangerous and easily 

mistaken for beasts, meaning that they are less-than-human. 

When Ginger realizes that she has begun her period, she tells Brigitte that she’s “got the 

curse,” but little does Ginger know that along with menarche she is about to contract another 

curse: lycanthropy. When Brigitte acts disgusted at Ginger’s menstrual blood, Ginger informs 

Brigitte that “it’s not contagious,” as if Brigitte’s main concern with Ginger’s puberty is that she, 

too, will develop it - as if it is some sort of disease. Rather than adopting her mother’s view of 

puberty as natural (therefore accepting the help of the mentor-figure), Ginger has adopted her 

father’s disgust of it. In adopting her father’s attitude about menstruation, Ginger adopts a 

traditional masculine trait. However, because Ginger can no longer remove herself from 

menstruation (like her father can because he will never menstruate), Ginger has taken her 

father’s revulsion a step further. Instead of being a disagreeable topic for the dinner table, Ginger 

sees her own menstruation as a malicious outside force acting upon her. According to Ginger, 

her body has “betrayed” her by forcing her out of her “Garden” that she occupied with Brigitte. 

Because of the way that the Fitzgerald sisters react to the possibility of menstruation, I 

argue that the Fitzgerald sisters believe that menstruation is the equalizing force between them 

and their peers. Ginger reacts to her period by saying that she “kills herself to be different” and 

that her “own body betrays [her]” by menstruating. She equates having her period to becoming 

normal. The girls believed they had succeeded in separating themselves from the domestic lives 

of the women around them; their lack of menstruation confirmed this belief because it made 

them unlike the other girls in their community. Menstruation is biologically linked to 

reproduction, and the Fitzgerald sister connect reproduction to patriarchal conquest and surrender 

to a domestic space. Ginger states that “a girl can only be a slut, a bitch, a tease, or the virgin 
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next door;” by becoming a woman, Ginger is forsaken to a world in which women are only 

valued for their sex appeal and reproductive ability. The beginning of Ginger’s menstruation is 

the beginning of the curse that will undo all of the work that Ginger and Brigitte did to stand out 

and form their own safe community. 

Despite exhibiting classic symptoms of menstruation, Ginger’s puberty is not typical 

amongst her peers; Ginger’s puberty is atypical partially because of her rejection of her puberty, 

believing it to be another social norm. Ginger is late beginning puberty (she is 16), which her 

mother explains when she suspects that Ginger might finally be ovulating. Typically, women 

begin their periods between the ages of 12 and 13 but Ginger and Bridget are at least 3 years 

late.22 The normal symptoms of menstruation that Ginger has are enhanced because she is 

transforming into a werewolf. Physically, Ginger experiences vaginal bleeding, pain, and hair 

growth, which are all typical symptoms. The pain that Ginger goes through are both cramps and 

pain of her body slowly changing form.23 Ginger’s hair growth is also a common symptom of 

puberty, though the hair growth that Ginger Snaps shows is the thick, white, dog-like fur 

growing out of the wound that the werewolf made on Ginger’s chest and shoulder. Furthermore, 

she has an unusually heavy flow that Brigitte describes as being “like a geyser.” Though the 

sisters have not been educated about menstruation (as indicated on their visit to the nurse’s 

office), they are able to recognize that Ginger’s menarche is dangerously abnormal. When the 

sisters ask the school nurse about the manifestations of Ginger’s puberty, the nurse explains that 

it’s “not uncommon,” even though both Ginger and Brigitte are clearly distressed. 

22 According to the website for the U.S. Department of Women’s Health (https://www.womenshealth.gov/menstrual 
-cycle/your-menstrual-cycle) 
23 She grows a tail, for example, which would explain her lower-back-pain. 

https://www.womenshealth.gov/menstrual
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After Ginger is attacked, she experiences personality changes that affect the way that her 

sister and her peers interact with her. Ginger’s transformation into a werewolf represents her 

“struggle for autonomy in a patriarchal culture” (Pulliam 75) as many stories about wimwolves 

do. Many of the changes that Ginger undergoes reflect views on menstruating women from 

patriarchal cultures and the typical personality changes that werewolves experience during 

transformation. Ginger Snaps enforces the commonplace negative stereotypes about 

menstruating women, suggesting that lycanthropy -and therefore menstruation- is caused by a 

“disease” that infects its victims with hypermasculine traits. According to Johnston-Robledo and 

Chrisler, popular culture depicts menstruating women as, “out-of-control and likely at any 

moment to be verbally abusive or violent” (10). Ginger’s personality changes to fit these notions 

of how menstruating women should act. She becomes increasingly hostile, violent, and out-of-

control. She is verbally abusive towards her sister and mother, mocking Brigitte for being 

concerned about her and disrespecting her mother’s authority by not following her commands. 

After her transformation, Ginger becomes more irritable, brash, moody, verbally abusive, and 

physically violent. These traits commonly arise after contracting lycanthropy and are 

“incompatible with conventional femininity” (Pulliam 73). Ginger’s uncontrollable rage is a 

traditionally unfeminine characteristic that continues to separate her from her peers and her 

sister, leaving her without a homosocial community. When Ginger completely destroys the 

female communities who attempt to help her, she fails the Female Hero’s Journey; however, this 

destruction is not complete until the climax of the film, when Ginger attempts to kill Brigitte. 

Ginger Snaps suggests that violent and irrational menstruating women cannot distinguish 

between sex and violence. As Ginger progresses on her Female Hero’s Journey, she undergoes 

changes in her mood and an uncontrollable increase in appetite. In the “world of the unknown,” 
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Ginger appears to be losing control of her actions because of her viciousness and aggression; 

furthermore, she experiences an aching hunger. Ginger mistakes the hunger for a desire for sex, 

as she was warned against by the school nurse (who then offered her condoms) when discussing 

normal periods. Her “ache” that she describes is not for sex, like she thought it was, but to “tear 

everything to fucking pieces.” She devours the neighbor’s dog for barking too much, but 

moments later regrets what she did, realizing that something is wrong with her if she has a 

compulsion to slaughter and consume dogs. 

Both Ginger and the Beast of Bailey Downs attack dogs, which foreshadows Ginger’s 

destruction of her social community. Instead of forming a pack with other canines, the 

lycanthropes of Bailey Downs choose to destroy the animals that they most resemble. Instead of 

removing other, solitary animals from the neighborhood, Ginger and the Beast of Bailey Downs 

seek out dogs to destroy. They choose to kill pack animals that have strong relationships with 

each other and with their families. The werewolf and Ginger destroy what they cannot have: a 

pack. 

Like her attack of dogs, Ginger also attacks her female peer, Trina, on multiple occasions. 

On the first occasion when Ginger attacks Trina, she does so reactively when Trina pushes 

Brigitte; she growls, tackles, and punches Trina. The second time that Ginger attacks Trina, she 

does so while Brigitte is trying to get Trina to leave (and get away from Ginger before she sees 

her).24 Ginger refuses to take responsibility for her violence against Trina by telling Brigitte to 

ask Sam to explain what she is doing instead of explaining it herself. Ginger doesn’t have to take 

responsibility for her outbursts because she can blame them on “hormones” and her slow 

transformation into a werewolf. As Ginger loses her ability to maintain her homosocial 

24 Brigitte understands at this point that Ginger is dangerous to others because Ginger has attacked multiple people 
including Trina (before), McCardy (during sex), and the neighbors’ dog (because it was barking too much). 
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community with her sister, she gains control over her sexuality, which she uses as a tool to gain 

relationships with her male peers. By gaining power over her sexuality and continuing on her 

journey alone, Ginger slays the myth of virginity, passing the next stage on the Female Hero’s 

Journey. 

Menstruation marks the time when a woman is capable of reproduction and when she 

becomes a sexual being; however, because Ginger becomes a werewolf at the same times, 

instead of entering the age of reproduction, when women are expected to use sex to create life, 

she enters a time in which her function is to use sex to remove life. Ginger changes her  views on 

sex completely and exhibits this by showcasing her newly discovered sexual body. Before being 

attacked, she despises the thought of becoming a tool for sex like she believes the other girls at 

her school are, but after the attack Ginger willingly uses her body to fulfill her needs. Pulliam 

writes that “[a female werewolf’s] sexual needs are so great that she is capable of taking on the 

role of the aggressor” (73). After the attack, she has sex with McCardy,25 during which she takes 

on the masculine role of the aggressor. When they are together, Ginger attempts to take control 

of the situation, to which McCardy responds “who’s the guy here?” He implies that males should 

be the ones in dominant roles; Ginger threatens his masculinity by not allowing him dominance. 

Ginger responds with increased aggression and fully controls the situation between her and 

McCardy. 

However, in her attempt to control others with her sexuality, Ginger allows her 

classmates to objectify her. She refers to her body as a “prize” to be won in a contest and 

25 Ginger presumably makes McCardy her first sexual victim because she knows that he desired to have sex with her 
before her transformation. 
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attempts to seduce Sam.26 While seducing Sam, Ginger asks if he wants to have sex with her, 

explaining that “everybody else does.” She knows that her attempts to disengage from the 

typical, reproductive, sexual role of womanhood have failed. She has become an object that 

“everybody else” desires to use for their own enjoyment. Another way that Ginger Snaps 

connects lycanthropy and sex is through the way in which Ginger describes her werewolf 

symptoms. The first of these symptoms is an “ache” that Ginger mistakes for sex drive. Ginger 

equates the pleasure she derives from killing to “touching yourself” and that she “sees fucking 

fireworks.” Ginger Snaps connects lycanthropy and sex to emphasize that even women who are 

ostracized from society, like the monstrous Ginger, are objectified and valid sexual targets for 

others. Ginger’s inability to connect with other women and join a community does not affect the 

way the male characters in the film view her. 

The connection between wimwolves and sexuality come from as early as the nineteenth 

century. Pulliam describes nineteenth century texts as depicting the female werewolf as “a 

femme fatale who seduces her victims” (76). Ginger certainly seduces her human victims, who 

she lures in with her newfound sexual magnetism. The more comfortable she becomes with her 

recently discovered sexual prowess, the more she uses it as a weapon to fulfill her desires. She 

uses her position as a sexual object to seduce Sam, whom she sees as the person who is taking 

Brigitte away from her; Sam is the only force that is making Brigitte not join her in her 

monstrosity and become a part of her new female community. Previous academic discussions 

surrounding sex and horror note that sex is so closely related to the horror genre because of its 

natural connection to abjection, which Kristeva suggests is a powerful tool in horror.27 Sex is an 

26 Sam is the only person in the film that Brigitte turns to for help with finding a cure for Ginger. By seducing him, 
Ginger is attempting to remove power from him. If she can make him a lycanthrope like her, then he would be less 
eager to cure her because he would also experience the primal joys of lycanthropy.
27 See Introduction 
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abject practice because of the blurring of boundaries between the participants and excess of 

bodily fluids. In Ginger Snaps, lycanthropy is also abject; it also blurs the boundaries between 

animal and human and is transmitted through bodily fluids. 

In Ginger Snaps, lycanthropy is closely related to sex and pleasure. When Ginger first 

gets her period, she tells Brigitte that it is not contagious, however, as McCardy discovers, 

Ginger’s period actually is contagious. When Ginger has unprotected sex with McCardy, she 

accidentally transfers her lycanthropy to him. Along with lycanthropy, McCardy also contracts 

the symptoms of Ginger’s menstruation. The day after their sexual encounter, McCardy’s friends 

laugh at him because he has some blood on the crotch of his pants; one of them asks him, “what, 

did you get your rag too?” To his horror, McCardy realizes that he is leaking blood from his 

genitals. Though McCardy is familiar with menstruation,28 he is horrified to see blood coming 

from his own body because menstrual-blood is not a normal biological function for men. 

McCardy is experiencing the same horror that Ginger felt when she realized that unnatural things 

were happening to her.29 By contracting lycanthropy, McCardy loses his sense of masculinity 

because he fears that he has begun menstruating; despite claiming to have knowledge of 

menstruation earlier in the film, McCardy still fears that he may have been infected with it. 

In Ginger Snaps, werewolfism manifests itself in a more violent way than werewolfism, 

suggesting that men are more dangerous when using physical strength while women are more 

dangerous when using sexual manipulation. For a werewolf to be successful, she must remain 

sexually appealing; for a werewolf to be successful, he only needs to be physically strong. Until 

the end of her month as a werewolf, the only changes that Ginger’s physical appearance 

undergoes are a change in hair color (her hair begins lightening) and her canine teeth elongate. 

28 McCardy announces that he grew up with three sisters and therefore knows about women’s periods 
29 They are experiencing abjection (see introduction) 
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McCardy’s canine teeth also elongate but, unlike Ginger, McCardy experiences symptoms that 

make him less sexually appealing. His face breaks out into pimples and boils and he begins 

sweating excessively. Rather than becoming sexually manipulative, McCardy becomes 

controlling and aggressive. He traps Brigitte in a supply closet and threatens to hurt her; later, he 

tries to attack a child, which Brigitte stops him from doing. McCardy as a werewolf is just as 

lecherous as he was before he was infected with lycanthropy. The biggest change his personality 

undergoes is that he becomes more willing to resort to physical violence, which he uses against 

Brigitte to attempt to get answers about what he is going through. McCardy’s transformation 

enforces the theory that werewolves’ masculinity is amplified during their transformation; 

McCardy is not socially punished for his masculinity (unlike Ginger) until Brigitte punishes him 

for attacking the child. 

When Brigitte saves the child from McCardy, she unknowingly takes a traditional female 

gender role. By protecting the child, Brigitte becomes coded as a “mother” figure. This becomes 

problematic for Ginger, who cannot form a community with somebody who accepts the 

traditional gender roles. For Ginger to join a homosocial community with Brigitte at this point in 

her transformation, Brigitte would need to match Ginger’s level of monstrosity. In other words, 

Ginger needs Brigitte to become a monster so that they can maintain their relationship with each 

other. 

Before becoming fully monstrous, Ginger first accepts her role as a monster, embracing 

her monstrous nature and giving into the lycanthropy that is affecting her. Ginger’s decision to 

accept her monstrosity is mirrored by the use of shadow and lighting in scenes that emphasize 

Ginger as a monster. After Ginger attacks McCardy and kills the neighbor’s dog, she is 

ambiguously lit, leaving her appearance a mystery and leading the audience wondering how 
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Ginger’s appearance might have changed from her outburst. This shadowed technique is also 

used on the monster that initially attacks Ginger, which is never directly framed by the camera 

and always appears cloaked in shadow. Furthermore, when Ginger embraces her curse, she is 

shot from a low angle, making her look more predatory and larger than before. The camera angle 

asks the audience to see her as the powerful monster that she accepts herself as and that Brigitte 

recognizes her to be.  

Though Brigitte’s peer relationships are damaged by Ginger’s lycanthropy, her 

relationship with her sister suffers the most. Ginger’s violent behavior and sexual appetite push 

Brigitte away because Brigitte still maintains the autonomy that both Fitzgerald sisters coveted 

for the early parts of their lives; Brigitte does not allow others to sexualize her and is still 

separate from the domestic space. Ginger attempts to convince Brigitte to become like her, to 

“swap some juice,” and honor their pact so that they can stay together forever. Instead of forcing 

Brigitte to be like her, Ginger wants Brigitte to choose to become a werewolf. Instead of 

agreeing to become a werewolf, Brigitte insists that Ginger cure her lycanthropy. However, 

Ginger believes that she was a “nobody” before being bit; she believes that the only value she 

has in society is fulfilling one of the traditional feminine roles she mentions earlier in the film.30 

Her lycanthropy allows her to fulfill the role of the “slut” and control it. Though Ginger does not 

wish to fulfill one of the gender roles, she considers her acceptance of the “slut” role a triumph 

because of her ability to control men through it rather than let men control her because of it. 

Ultimately, Brigitte chooses to take the “curse” that will force her to take on one of 

Ginger’s predetermined roles. Brigitte chooses to forsake her humanity and become a monster to 

save her sister, not to become physically and sexually powerful.31 As she cuts their hands and 

30 “Slut, bitch, tease, or the virgin next door” or “cum-bucket date-bait” 
31 To become a “fucking force of nature,” as Ginger puts it. 
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holds the bloody wounds together, Brigitte tells Ginger that “you ruin everything for me that’s 

not about you. Now I am you.” Brigitte is knowingly assimilating into the space in society that 

Ginger now occupies. 

The act of holding their palms together is something that Ginger and Brigitte do at the 

beginning of the movie to symbolize their pact to be “out by sixteen or dead on the scene;” 

Brigitte recreates this bond to let Ginger know that she intends to go through with their pact. 

Despite her attempt to maintain autonomy and deny her encroaching womanhood, Brigitte 

cannot deny the fact that she, too, is cursed. She will one day “become a woman” just as Ginger 

did. Her only hope is to cure Ginger so that they can grow up together, maintaining their 

community, without becoming monsters together. 

By becoming a werewolf, Ginger failed in navigating her Female Hero’s Journey and no 

longer has a place in society; because there is no place for Ginger, she is fated to die. She cannot 

remain in a perpetual state of adolescence and denies the opportunity for adulthood when it 

arises. Because she must change, she becomes a monster instead of an adult. Brigitte, 

meanwhile, successfully navigates adolescence and declares her will to live, shouting “I’m not 

dying in this room with you,” which directly opposes what she had agreed to do at the beginning 

of the film. Brigitte breaks the pact that she and Ginger made as children, which symbolizes her 

ascent into adulthood and her acceptance into the female community that is occupied by adult 

women. 

Ginger’s menstruation in Ginger Snaps leads to her becoming a werewolf, which is a 

uniquely feminine werewolf experience; in becoming a werewolf and adapting the traits of a 

hypermasculine lycanthrope, Ginger destroys her relationship with her sister and fails in her 

female hero’s journey, becoming a monster in the process. The symptoms of Ginger’s 
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menstruation are mistaken for the symptoms of puberty, which suggests that in Ginger Snaps, 

puberty and monstrosity are interchangeable. The effects of Ginger’s transformation are 

monstrous versions of the commonly misunderstood symptoms of puberty. Ginger grows hair, 

gains a sexual appetite, becomes moody, and experiences physical changes to her body; each of 

these symptoms are generally understood as being possible changes that women undergo during 

puberty. However, Ginger’s symptoms are abhorrent because instead of experiencing these 

effects normally, she experiences them in unnatural ways: she grows coarse hair on her chest, 

she develops an unusual appetite for sex and blood, she becomes violent and aggressive, and 

begins physically transforming into a wolf (she grows a tail, her canines elongate, her nails 

become claw-like, ect). Ginger’s monstrous transformation is strongly connected with sexuality 

because of the stigmatization of female sexuality, especially of women who play a dominant role 

in their sexual lives. Rather than being allowed to progress as a normal teenager, Ginger, who 

undergoes a unusual menarche and who rebels against traditional female gender roles, is turned 

into a monster. She cannot exist outside of the spectrum of archetypes that society has set for her 

and, therefore, fails in her journey and is killed by the only female companion she ever had. 

Brigitte, meanwhile, accepts her role as a woman in society, adopting the “mother” archetype 

and confirming her desire to live, even if she must do so without her sister. Ultimately, Ginger 

Snaps punishes Ginger for not conforming to the ideals of femininity by rejecting her attempt to 

enter into the realm of female community and denying her the role of her Hero in her journey. 
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Chapter 2: Bodies that Shatter 
“Her face… broke.” - Stephen King, Carrie 

Carietta White, of Stephen King’s Carrie, is an unfortunate girl. Throughout her entire 

life, Carrie has been abused by her fanatically religious mother and bullied by her peers. The 

mistreatment that Carrie has endured has caused her to be withdrawn and socially awkward; she 

is naive about the functions of the world, including those of her own body. Her inability to fit in 

at her school and lack of knowledge about the world make her a perfect target for harassment 

from her classmates. So, when Carietta White begins her first period at the age of sixteen and 

believes she is bleeding to death because of it, the other girls take the opportunity to torment her 

by chanting at her, calling her names, and throwing tampons at her (8). This event triggers the 

awakening of Carrie’s terrible secret: Carrie has telekinetic powers. I argue that because of her 

atypically late menarche and unusual menstrual symptoms, Carrie is denied access to healthy 

homosocial relationships. In order to tolerate being denied access to a female social group, Carrie 

must form her own internal community by separating herself into two identities. Her identities 

show themselves in the form of The Victim (non-menstrual) and The Huntress (menstrual). 

Because of her identity separation, Carietta White is a fission monster, whose transformation is 

triggered by the sight and feel of blood, specifically blood that reminds her of her traumatic first 

menstruation. Ultimately, Carrie’s identity separation prevents her from obtaining access to a 

healthy female community, and she fails in completing her Hero’s Journey, instead becoming the 

monster of her own tale. 

Carrie has been a popular subject of study since its release in 1974. Much of the 

scholarly debate on Carrie has centralized around the subjects of the abusive relationship 

between Carrie and her mother, menstruation as a topic in horror, Carrie’s unstable psychology 

and identity, and whether Carrie is the monster or the hero of King’s novel. Clover gives a brief 
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overview of the scholarship of Carrie in her study Men, Women, and Chainsaws. Clover’s book 

begins with a discussion of Carrie (the introduction is even titled “Carrie and the Boys”), in 

which Clover reveals the many facets of the study of Carrie. She notes Carrie’s abuse, her 

menstruation, her fanatic mother, and her identity (which teeters between monster, hero, and 

victim). Most scholarship on Carrie agrees with both Clover and King himself, that Carrie is a 

novel that represents the fear of women accessing “their own channels of power” (King 171). 

Other scholars argue that Carrie represents the horror associated with female biology, 

menstruation, and reproduction.32 My analysis of Carrie, meanwhile, focuses on Carrie as 

representing the fear of dissolving homosocial communities and the fragility of relationships. 

Alison M. Kelly, author of “Queen Bee, Prom Queen, and the Girl Next Door: Teen 

Hierarchical Structures in Carrie” argues that the female social groups in Carrie are structured in 

such a way that Carrie is incapable of becoming part of the group. The “Queen Bee” of the High 

School, Chris, so overtly detests Carrie that even her equalizing experience of menarche is 

another opportunity to cause Carrie pain. According to Kelly, Carrie’s identity is completely 

dependent on the women in her life, but because none of her relationships with women are 

healthy or fulfilling, Carrie doesn’t have a healthy sense of identity. I agree that Carrie’s sense of 

identity is unhealthy because of the women in her life. However, whereas Kelly argues that 

Carrie’s previous experiences with her classmates makes her first period more traumatic, I 

believe that Carrie’s experience in the locker room shower marks the beginning of a new level of 

torment for Carrie. That is, while Kelly argues that Carrie’s treatment in the locker room is a 

continuation of the same level of bullying she had endured prior to the locker room experience, I 

believe that her locker room experience triggers an increase in cruelty from her peers, making 

32 Such authors include Shelley Stamp Lindsey and Abigail Lynn Coykendall. 
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her bullying more severe than before; Carrie’s relationship with her peers becomes vastly worse 

because of her atypical menstruation. The locker-room incident is described as “the ultimate shit-

on, gross-out, put-down” in bullying Carrie (King 9). As Carrie’s classmates continue to remind 

her of the locker-room event, they continue to bring up the “ultimate” torment that traumatized 

Carrie. Even Carrie’s prom-night experience reminded Carrie of the locker-room scene and her 

classmates use the memory of the experience to destroy her. This worse treatment is something 

that Carrie is unable to bear in silence and, therefore, must overcome through other means. 

Everything about Carrie’s menstruation, from its commencement to its negative impact 

on her personality and powers, indicates a bigger problem about the way the male audience 

typically views menstruation. Carrie is written by a male author, which gives the audience an 

opportunity to view menstruation from an outside perspective. Despite any research King may 

have done on menses, his status as an observer of the female experience has an impact on the 

way he writes about Carrie’s puberty. Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler in “Menstrual Mark: 

Menstruation as a Social Stigma” assert that society expects women to bond over their menstrual 

cycles.33 Though Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler argue that menstruation is a cause of 

stigmatization, they also note that menstruation “marks a tribal identity of femaleness” (10). That 

is, that despite the fact that menstruation is seen as an illness or a blemish, it is something that 

most biological women share in and, therefore, can bond over as a part of their group identity. 

Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler’s argument applies to Carrie as a novel written from an outsider 

perspective; however, I believe that Carrie’s inability to bond with her peers over her 

menstruation comes from her misunderstanding of menstruation and violent reaction to her 

menstrual blood. Rather than seeing Carrie’s menstruation as an equalizing force between Carrie 

33 For an overview of this article, see Introduction 
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and her female classmates,34 allowing them to finally see Carrie as “one of the girls,” the other 

young women in the locker room ostracize Carrie because she does not understand the societal 

expectations of her newly developed womanhood. 

Carrie’s mother is to blame for Carrie’s lack of understanding about societal expectations 

and lack of understanding of menstruation. Sarah Alegre, author of “Nightmares Of Childhood: 

The Child And The Monster In Four Novels By Stephen King,” argues that King’s novels that 

contain monstrous children are written in such a way as to highlight the flaws of the adults in the 

novel, specifically, the parents. Though Alegre doesn’t write about Carrie specifically, her 

argument is still relevant to my analysis of Carrie because of Alegre’s focus on King’s 

monstrous children. I build on Alegre’s argument by including Carrie in the list of King novels 

that portray children as monsters, which Alegre does not do in her essay. 

Carol Clover, author of Men, Women, and Chainsaws: Gender in the Modern Horror 

Film, argues that women are “open” beings and are, therefore, susceptible to possession and 

invasion by outside powers. Clover states that, “a menstruating woman is a woman ‘open’” (77). 

Historically, the female narrative of horror has labeled women as vessels, through either literal or 

figurative pregnancy, and as empty spaces that are capable of being filled.35 Carrie’s 

menstruation, therefore, opens her up to the possibility of her telekinetic powers. Menstruation, 

according to Clover, is not a sign of loss, but rather a sign of “powerful things going on behind 

closed doors” (78). I agree with Clover’s argument that, in the horror genre, menstruation allows 

34 As mentioned in the Introduction, Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler (“The Menstrual Mark: Menstruation as Social 
Stigma”) suggest that women should bond over their shared menstruation. 
35 Clover notes that women have been believed to be susceptible to impregnation by “pneuma” throughout history. 
Furthermore, Clover states that, historically, occult films show a connection between possession and pregnancy. 
Moreso, the throat and the vagina are commonly connected, as is evidenced by the myth of the vagina dentata and 
the shared believe that people are susceptible to possession when sneezing (hence why “Bless you” became a 
reaction to sneezing) and that women are susceptible to possession during orgasm (79). 
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women to “open” and become vulnerable. However, whereas Clover’s argument focuses on 

opened women becoming voids for outside power, I argue that Carrie’s menstruation allows her 

to become “open” towards her own powers, which generate from inside of her. While her 

menstruation makes Carrie “open” to her innate powers, it also closes her off from finding a 

social community in which to belong. Carrie’s powers make her monstrous and, therefore, 

incapable of being assimilated into a female community. 

To become a part of a healthy female community, Carrie must maintain an identity that is 

homogenous with her peers; however, Carrie fails to form the feminine identity that society 

expects from her. In Carol Clover’s Men, Women, and Chainsaws, Clover establishes the idea of 

the “final girl,” who is a hero character within the horror genre. The “final girl” possesses a very 

specific set of traits, all of which Carrie also possesses. The final girl is “abject terror 

personified”36 and “denies male attention” (38). Carrie is horrified at the sight of her own blood 

and her powers are triggered by the sight, smell, and feel of blood; Carrie also denies attention 

from Tommy, who asks her to the Spring Ball. Clover’s final girl is also “not fully feminine” 

(40). The gender of the “final girl” becomes monstrous because she must take on masculine traits 

to survive the horror film. She must take on the intelligence and competence that the 

monster/antagonist displays, thus setting her apart from her friends (40). Carrie takes on the 

monstrous gender of other Final Girls; however, I argue that Carrie is not just monstrously 

gendered, Carrie is monstrously inhuman. Because Carrie is the monster and final girl of the 

novel Carrie, rather than identifying herself more closely with the monster/antagonist, Carrie 

instead must gather traits that differentiate her from non-monstrous women. The only female 

character in Carrie that Carrie identifies as an ally, however, is Carrie. Carrie claims that she 

36 Abjection: a process where the self (the pure) separates itself from the intolerable (the impure); see Introduction 
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hates every other woman in the novel, even her mother (42). However, when Carrie is alone, she 

describes herself lovingly, stating that she is “thick [but] not that thick” and that “her legs were 

actually pretty” (41). When Carrie is alone at her house, she thinks the word “alone” repeatedly, 

ending the scene with the word “alive,” using the same punctuation and italicization to 

emphasize the connection between these two words. When Carrie is alone, she feels alive. This 

puts Carrie into a precarious position. To overcome her monster, she must separate from herself 

and push herself beyond what other Final Girls have become, past the limits of what humans are 

capable of. In order to put figurative distance between herself (the final girl) and herself (the 

monster), Carrie must split into two separate identities. The ability to separate from oneself is a 

trait of the fission monster, who is marked by her ability to be two identities in one space. 

According to Jack Halbertsam's book, Skin Shows, the gender that emerges from the 

inhuman monsters are “literally posthuman, they punish the limits of the human body” (144). 

Although Halberstam refers to the punishment of the human body on a physical level, as bodies 

that are “stitched, sutured, [and] bloody at the seams” (144), I refer to Carrie as being punished 

psychologically until she is no longer human. Her mental state is stitched together and tearing at 

the seams, making her emotionally and mentally unstable. Despite this, Halberstam’s observation 

of inhuman monsters as “bloody at the seams” is relevant to the physical description of Carrie; 

Carrie is bloody throughout the novel. She menstruates, is wounded, and is coated in blood that 

does not belong to her. 

Carrie’s relationships with other women wound her both physically and emotionally. 

Shelley Lindsey, the author of “Horror, Femininity, and Carrie's Monstrous Puberty,” argues that 

femininity itself is unsustainable because of its fragile and uncontainable state and, therefore, 

femininity is monstrous. Stereotypical female identities in Carrie threaten masculine traits and 
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roles, with women being the ultimate manipulators and controllers. Both femininity and 

monstrosity in Carrie are written as forces that threaten the dominant identity; while women in 

Carrie challenge masculine power structures, monsters dismantle the characters’ dominant 

human identities, turning human characters into monstrous characters. Barbara Creed confirms 

this in The Monstrous Feminine; she argues that women who challenge patriarchal norms 

(castrators) are inhuman monstrous (7). Lindsey writes, “the monster introduces a threatening 

heterogeneity into the category of the human” (36). Carrie's monstrous identity, which comes 

from her ability to push the boundaries of what humanity is capable of, is a direct threat to her 

human identity, which means that both her human identity and monstrous identity cannot exist at 

the same time. Instead of merging into one identity, Carrie’s two identities remain separate and 

form a bond to simulate the human relationships Carrie lacks. 

Carrie is rejected by her mother because Margaret White associates natural biological 

processes of womanhood as sinful or dirty. Creed writes that Carrie’s dyadic relationship with 

her mother is a “doomed” bond (82). Their relationship is depicted as “abnormal and perverse” 

because of her desire to control Carrie and “save [her] from the sins of womanhood” (78-9). By 

dominating Carrie and removing her from “womanhood,” Carrie’s mother also removes her from 

the possibility of forming female relationships outside of her relationship with her mother, which 

Carrie both desires freedom from and is dependent upon. Carrie’s mother abuses Carrie any time 

Carrie suggests that she wants autonomy from her mother. Carrie’s forcibly repressed desire for 

independence is one of the reasons why Carrie becomes a “fission monster.” Carroll writes that 

the second identity in a fission monster is often the result of an “aspect of the self […] that is 

either hidden, ignored, repressed, or denied” (46). After her first period, Carrie exemplifies the 

stereotyped psychological state of a woman who is menstruating, which means that Carrie acts as 
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a representation of how dominant society believes a “typical” menstruating woman should 

behave. According to Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler, Bobel and Kissling, and Corinna, 

menstruating women are typically believed to be irrational, angry, messy, uncontrollable, and 

violent. King reinforces the stereotypes of menstruating women because  Carrie exhibits all of 

these signs by the end of her first day as a menstruating woman. She irrationally believes that she 

is dying when she experiences her period, becomes angry with the school principal for not 

knowing her name, unintentionally lashes out with her telekinesis (breaking bulbs and 

overturning ashtrays), and intentionally pushes a boy off his bike with her powers (King 12, 16, 

24). Women who menstruate are treated differently after they experience their first menstruation, 

according to Johnston-Robledo and Chrisler, which affects their sense of identity. They become 

a different person based on the expectations that are forced upon them as “young women” versus 

“girls.” An early scene in the novel, when Carrie’s mother arrives home after Carrie’s traumatic 

locker-room experience, provides examples of Carrie’s Huntress and Victim personalities. Her 

Victim identity is the first to appear; she cries despite herself, “her face twisting and crumpling,” 

begs with her mother, and obeys her mother’s command to “pray” (53, 55). When the Victim 

cannot handle the abuse from her mother, the Huntress takes over. The Huntress displays 

defiance instead of obedience and says, “I didn’t sin, Momma. You sinned” (56). By admitting 

her mother’s sin, the Huntresses destabilizes the power dynamic between her and her mother. 

She admits that her mother is not pure or holy and recognizes her mother as a sinner and is no 

better than Carrie. I believe that Carrie’s fluctuating personality throughout the novel37 indicates 

that Carrie is undergoing an identity crisis, wherein she cannot exist as both a prepubescent girl 

37 Sometimes she shows traits associated with girls premenarche and sometimes she exhibits traits associated with 
women post-menarche. 
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(what her mother expects of her) and pubescent woman (what society expects of her) at the same 

time. 

Though other instances of paradoxical identities do exist in literature, Carrie is a unique 

case because she has the supernatural ability to literally split her identity, which means that she 

does not need to find a way to make her two identities coexist. Though it is possible and 

common for people to have contrasting personality traits that help them cope with different 

circumstances, Carrie is horrific because she can’t do what other people can and adapt to 

different situations. When Carrie examines herself in the mirror and touches her breasts (which 

she knows her mother would disapprove of), she suddenly feels as though “she must burst into 

tears, scream, or rip the Something out of her body.” 38 Even when Carrie is completely alone, 

she cannot act in a way that would displease her mother. Instead of adapting to accommodate the 

natural feelings that Carrie has (that her mother calls a sin) by acting by her mother’s 

expectations when she is with her mother and behaving differently when she is alone, she can 

only cope with those feelings by creating a separate identity that can experience those emotions 

without guilt or panic. 

Instead of forming a single identity, Carrie’s identity splits into two separate identities: 

prepubescent and pubescent; these dual identities provide her with two different ways of coping 

with traumatic life events. At the beginning of the novel, Carrie has one identity: her submissive, 

tame, dependent personality that is her primary identity throughout her prepubescent life; this 

singular identity, however, is unable to bear the emotional stress Carrie encounters. Alison Kelly 

writes that, “Carrie is a teenager who gives no indication that she has any identity outside of the 

one her mother has forced upon her” (22). I will be referring to these two separate entities as “the 

38 The “Something” that Carrie refers to is lust, which her mother warns her against (42). 
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Huntress” and “the Victim.” 39 The Victim is Carrie’s prepubescent, safe, feminine, asexual 

identity, and the Huntress is Carrie’s post-menarche, assertive, sexual, masculine identity. Carrie 

develops these masculine traits after menstruation, which enforces typical stereotypes of 

menstruating women. The enforcement of this stereotype maintains the idea of menstruating 

women as horrific to a patriarchal society. Behind the irony of gaining masculine characteristics 

after puberty is the fear that menstruating women are threatening to male power. She becomes 

the “Femme Castrice,” a representation of “woman as castrator” (Creed 122). Typically, the 

“Femme Castrice” is a character who either is psychotic or who aims to get revenge on men who 

abuse her (123). Carrie, too, aims to get revenge. However, instead of desiring revenge against 

men who have abused her, Carrie wants revenge on everybody who abuses her, men and women 

alike. Carrie’s role as a “Femme Castrice” makes her, according to Creed, a “pseudo man” and 

makes her monstrous because she is both the castrator and the castrated (127). By acquiring 

masculine traits such as assertiveness and power, Carrie displays that these traits are not only 

possessions of men. 

Carrie’s split identities threaten male power structures but also make Carrie incapable of 

completing her Female Hero’s Journey, which suggests that challenging societal standards is 

dangerous to the women who enact this threat. Carrie begins King's novel as the Victim; she is 

the girl who doesn't react, who is submissive to everybody around her, and who doesn't have 

control of her telekinetic powers. As the novel continues, the Huntress begins to emerge; the 

Huntress is the personality which is reactive, aggressive, and in control of her abilities. One of 

the most important aspects of the Huntress is that she is protective over the Victim. When the 

39 The Huntress is one of the identities of the Goddess Artemis noted by Strengell in her article “'You Can't Kill the 
Goddess': Figures of the Goddess Artemis in Stephen King's Fiction.” Rather than mirror Atremis's contradictory 
elements (the Huntress and the Virgin), I have chosen to label her new identities “The Huntress” and “The Victim” 
because of Carrie's past as the ultimate victim. 
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Victim feels threatened or is unable to cope with what is happening around her, the Huntress 

becomes the dominant identity. Within herself, Carrie forms the female community that every 

female hero must find to complete her quest, according to Pearson and Pope.40 However, 

because Carrie’s community is not socially acceptable by common definitions of “community,” 

it is monstrous. 

Carrie’s split identities attempt to form a female community inside of Carrie because she 

is unable to join a healthy community with other people. The moment in which Carrie first splits 

into her two identities happens in the beginning of the novel when Carrie is being tormented by 

her classmates. Carrie's first menstruation has just begun and Carrie sees the blood trickling from 

her body. Her peers react by tormenting Carrie both physically and emotionally. Carrie’s peers 

reject Carrie because they believe her to be an outsider,41 which makes her menstruation –the 

equalizing force between all women- a threat to their preexisting perceptions of Carrie as an 

“other.” The girls who are bullying Carrie note that they are surprised when Carrie reacts to 

them; up until this point, Carrie had played the part of the passive victim. When Carrie can no 

longer stand the abuse from her classmates, she “suddenly [begins] to howl and back away, 

flailing her arms suddenly” (8). Carrie’s actions to defend herself surprise her classmates so 

much that they “[stop], realizing that fission and explosion had finally been reached” (8). King 

lists the years of bullying that Carrie underwent but does not mention that Carrie defended 

herself against any of these. Carrie’s classmates are surprised because, for once, Carrie reacts to 

40 For more information on the Female Community as part of the Female Hero’s Journey, see The Female Hero in 
British and American Literature in the Introduction 
41 Miss Desjardin calls Carrie the “group scapegoat” (19). Carrie claims that there is a “redplague circle” around her 
that separates her from her peers (22). Carrie’s childhood neighbor, Estelle Horton notes that Carrie was “strange” 
even when she was a child (27). 
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them instead of accepting their hatred. Her classmates’ actions, coupled with the sight and 

feeling of her menstrual blood, cause Carrie to split into two identities and creates the Huntress. 

King describes the moment in which Carrie responds to the other girls as “fission” (8), 

which later becomes one of Carroll’s words for classifying monsters (Carroll 48). Likewise, 

King specifically uses the word “fission” to describe Carrie when her powers awaken, indicating 

that Carrie’s powers emerge because of something “breaking” inside of Carrie, not because of 

something “fusing” with her;42 furthermore, because Carroll connects fission and impurity, 

Carrie’s identity is “dirtied” by fission in the same moment that her body is “dirtied” by her 

menstrual blood. 

Though the iconic locker-room-scene in King’s Carrie features a bare, vulnerable, and 

submissive Carrie, this scene marks the instance in which Carrie begins to gain power. If it were 

not for this experience, her powers may never have fully surfaced because her “exceptionally late 

and traumatic commencement of [her] menstrual cycle might well have provided the trigger for 

her latent talent” (King 10). The belief that puberty triggers personality and behavior changes in 

young women is reflected in the fact that Carrie not only undergoes such changes after her 

menstruation, but that her menarche awakens her psychic powers. Carrie reinforces the gendered 

stereotypes of monstrous, menstruating women because the beginning of her transformation into 

a monstrous character happens at the same time -and because of- puberty. By stating that Carrie 

was “traumatized” by her late menstruation supports the wrongful idea that a right way to 

menstruate exists and that women who do not menstruate correctly are doomed to become 

monsters. 

42 As would be the case if she were a fusion-based monster, which Carroll describes as being a monster that is a 
composite between two conflicting aspects (such as, life/death or inside/outside) (43). 
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Carrie takes violent action after being triggered into fission by her menstruation. 

According to Briefel, author of the article “Monster Pains: Masochism, Menstruation, and 

Identification in the Horror Film,” a common trope in Horror film is that “male monsters wound 

themselves before turning to violence, female monsters menstruate” (21). Briefel argues that 

menstruation is a common precursor to the violent woman. I agree that this is certainly the case 

for Carietta White.  Her violent outburst is a reaction of her fear that she is “bleeding to death”  

and in anger at how her classmates reacted to her; the root of Carrie's violence is in her 

menstruation (11). Carrie's violence indicates her shift into the persona of the Huntress. The 

Huntress confronts her mother, yelling and cursing at her and becoming angry at her mother for 

not explaining menstruation to her (56-7). However, after the Huntress is pacified, the Victim 

returns to the surface of Carrie's persona, she “[breaks], weeping and calling [for] Momma” (57). 

These moments outline the difference in Carrie's fission identity. The Victim is submissive to her 

Mother while the Huntress has the strength to threaten her mother, curse at her, and question her. 

Carrie simultaneously completes the “Exit from the Garden” stage of the Female Hero’s 

Journey and fails this stage. By becoming a fission monster, Carrie creates two identities; each 

identity attempts to complete her own Female Hero’s Journey. When the Huntress recognizes 

“fear in momma’s eyes,” she is exiting the garden of the known world (53). The world that the 

Huntress Carrie exits is a domestic space in which Carrie’s mother is the dominant force; 

however, when Carrie’s mother exhibits fear of Carrie, she loses part of her control over her. 

This represents Carrie’s exit from her known world and her entrance into the next stage of the 

Female Hero’s Journey. 

Despite the Huntress's strengthened confidence, she is not a fearless entity; what makes 

the Huntress contradictory to the Victim is that she is not apologetic and not submissive. When 
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she tells her mother that Tommy has invited her to the Spring Ball, Carrie wears a passive mask 

as to not alert her mother. She begs for her mother’s approval, saying “please” and trying to 

explain her feelings in an attempt to get her mother to understand her (74). However, the more 

physically Carrie's mother protests, the more the Huntress emerges from behind the mask. As 

Carrie's mother falls into hysterics, Carrie says “Momma, you’d better stop,” which causes 

Carrie’s mother to “snap back into some kind of hazy reality” (96). Carrie’s sudden and 

unexpected reaction to her mother’s hysterics mirrors the instance of fission in the locker-room, 

when Carrie’s unexpected reaction to her peers causes them to stop their chanting. When Carrie 

defies her past submissiveness, she gains the power to stop her abusers and use her powers 

because she becomes the Huntress. When Carrie’s mother “raised her hand to strike” at Carrie, 

Carrie “stopped it in midair” using her telekinesis (96). After Carrie physically controls her 

mother with her powers, her mother stops attempting to order Carrie into her closet. Carrie is 

finally able to vocalize her dominance over her mother and take control of her home life by 

demanding that “things are going to change” at the White Household (97). The Huntress 

overpowers and forces her mother into the submissive role that Carrie used to inhabit, replacing 

her mother as the dominant figure in the household. 

Because menstruation is associated with power (both literally and figuratively) in Carrie, 

when Carrie forces her mother into submission she also forces her mother into a non-adult role. 

Carrie is able to control her mother and force her into different places of the house, moving her 

around the house with her mind and holding doors shut (121). In an attempt to regain her status 

as the matriarch of the household, Carrie's mother uses a more violent method to guilt her 

daughter into staying home: self-harm (120). Instead of abusing Carrie, Carrie's mother turns to 

self-abuse. First, she slaps herself; Carrie does not respond. Then she scratches her face, 
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“bringing thin blood;” to this, Carrie asks her mother to stop hurting herself (120). By harming 

herself, Carrie’s mother is symbolically hurting Carrie because Carrie and her mother have 

switched places between dominant and submissive. When Carrie sees the blood on her mother's 

face, the Huntress begins to emerge. Finally, Carrie's mother punches herself so that her mouth 

begins to bleed (121). According to Briefel, self-harm is a trait associated with masculine 

monsters; Briefel writes that female monsters menstruate before becoming monstrous and male 

monsters wound themselves (21). Though Carrie’s mother is monstrous before her acts of self-

harm, her monstrosity is diffused when Carrie realizes that she has power and control over her 

mother. To regain her monstrosity, Carrie’s mother wounds herself to take on a more masculine 

identity. This act, while masculinizing Carrie’s mother’s monster-status, also removes Carrie’s 

mother as a possible female community for Carrie to integrate into. 

At the Spring Ball, a final, terrible prank is pulled on Carrie; this rain of blood is the final 

moment in which the Huntress emerges (and she emerges with vengeance) and destroys, not only 

Carrie’s chance at claiming a female community, but every other community from which she 

was denied. Carrie feels the blood on her body, she is “COVERED” in it and she “could smell 

herself and it was the stink of blood” (182). She is entirely consumed by the feel and smell of 

blood on her, which is emphasized by the capitalization of “COVERED.” Carrie connects the 

Spring Ball incident with the locker-room incident; the smell and feel of blood remind her 

vividly of the feeling of “blood running thickly down her naked thighs” (182). The blood dirties 

a moment she deemed “too bright,” a moment in which Carrie was accepted into a community 

by her fellow peers (163). Those who survived the massacre at the High School Spring Ball 

noted that “her face... broke” and the Victim became the Huntress (168). Similar to how the girls 

from the locker-room recollected witnessing Carrie's fission, the survivors of the massacre 
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recollect watching Carrie break. Instead of being the Victim who seeks love and acceptance into 

a group, the Huntress aims to destroy the “every last one” of the people in the gymnasium, 

eliminating the groups that failed to accept her, ensuring that if she cannot have a community of 

women, nobody can (171).  

However, this instance of fission between the Victim and the Huntress is not as clean as 

the last time that Carrie switched between Victim and Huntress. Instead of splitting into two 

clean halves, her transformation from Victim into Huntress is slow. As she is splitting and her 

two identities are fighting for control, Carrie runs from the school gym (169). When she returns, 

she is no longer in a state of transformation; instead of teetering between Victim and Huntress, 

Carrie is stable now and has taken on the identity of the Huntress (170). During the High School 

Spring Ball massacre there is no sign of the Victim--the Huntress remains entirely dominant. 

The Huntress Carrie, rejected from the prom-community, returns to destroy her 

classmate’s climactic show of feminine performance. Previously, Carrie attempted to become a 

part of the prom-community, by performing the same make-up and dress ritual as her peers, and 

was still denied access to it. Though she originally turns back to the gym with the intention of 

“ruin[ing] their dresses and their hairdos,” she does not maintain her non-violent sentiment for 

long; the macabre desires of the Huntress Carrie deepen, regretting that she couldn't shower them 

with blood (186). The Huntress Carrie returns to the gym to wreak havoc on those who had 

wronged her, laughed at her, and demeaned her for years. When she returns to the gym, she “[is] 

smiling” (170). She does not feel remorse for what she is about to do; instead, she stares in 

through the windows of the gym and watches the chaos her powers cause. She does not have 

remorse and does not let her tormentors leave the gym unharmed, holding the doors shut so that 

they cannot escape her retribution. As Carrie’s classmates try to escape “they were pushing at the 
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doors, hammering on them, but they wouldn't budge […] They wouldn't open. And those doors 

are never locked. It's a state law” (170). By not allowing her classmates to escape through the 

doors, Carrie is displaying her dominance over them them. When Carrie’s mother forced Carrie 

into the closet, Carrie understands that her mother was afraid of her because “she was afraid i’d 

knock the closet door right off its hinges… and i think i could” (59). She could have knocked the 

doors right off their hinges but her peers can’t. Unlike Carrie, they cannot escape their 

punishment because Carrie’s law of judgement supersedes all other laws, including her mother’s 

law and state law. As she torments the people inside the gym, she thinks madly, “hurt them hurt 

them hurt them” (187). Carrie admits to herself that she has become the Huntress when she 

articulates in her mind that she wants to hurt her classmates, which is something that the Victim 

doesn’t admit that she wants to do. At this time, she is able to fully embrace the overwhelming 

power her Huntress identity gives her. 

Carrie gives her consciousness over to The Huntress identity, understanding that she will 

never be able to assimilate into the female community she desired. When Carrie sees one of her 

female classmates catch on fire, she “went over the edge […] and conscious thought was lost” 

(188). The sight of one of her female peers is what finalizes Carrie’s descent into the Huntress; 

watching her female classmate burn symbolizes Carrie’s destruction of the social bonds she once 

longed for. When her female classmate burns, Carrie’s desire for social bonds is damned into the 

hellish fire Carrie’s mother had threatened upon Carrie. The Huntress justifies the slaughter of 

her peers by believing that they deserve their punishment because of their sins and that she must 

“teach them a lesson” (186). Their ultimate sin is that they did not welcome her into their 

community. Even when Carrie attempted to fit in to her classmate’s community by performing 

gender expectations (dressing up, putting on makeup), they denied her entrance. When her 
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classmate catches on fire, Carrie notices her classmate’s “green tulle formal… it’s full skirt 

suddenly blazed into flame” (188). The performance that Carrie puts on to conform with her 

peers also burns, symbolizing the destruction of her final attempt to be accepted by them. 

Carrie hands her entire being over to her powers and becomes the Huntress, entirely lost 

in the thrill of hunting down the women who had wronged her. She no longer feels human at this 

point, as she refers to her classmates as “them” and “it” instead of referring to them as people, 

classmates, boys, or girls. By referring to them as “it,” she makes them genderless. Earlier, when 

she destroys their gender performances, burning their dresses and ruining their hair/makeup, she 

symbolically strips them of their gender so at this point, she can see them as non-humans who do 

not have gender identities. The removal of their gender identities also removes their human 

identity and makes them monstrous, according to Halbertstam’s monstrous-gender theory, which 

asserts that monstrous gender is a “gender that splatters, rips at the seams, and then is sutured 

together again as something that is messier than male or female” (143). In other words, the 

gender that Carrie bestows upon her classmates is a gender that is neither male nor female and is, 

therefore, monstrous. Carrie dehumanizes her peers by calling them “it,” just as they 

dehumanized her through bullying throughout her life by referring to her as various farm animals 

such as “pig” (115). Carrie’s classmates not only dehumanize her by referring to her as livestock, 

but they suggest that she is a consumable creature that is bred for their enjoyment. Carrie treats 

them the same way: they are consumable, replaceable animals that are there for her enjoyment. 

Even though Carrie is laughing, the Victim inside of her is overcome with horror at what 

she is doing. Her laughter becomes “an insane sound: triumphant, lost, victorious, terrified” 

(189). The Huntress feels triumphant and victorious, but something else inside of Carrie feels 

lost and terrified. As she moves away from the school she is “unaware that she [is] scrubbing her 
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bloody hands against her dress […] or that she [is] weeping […] or that one hidden part of her 

[is] keening over her final and utter ruin” (190). The Victim Carrie is appalled by what the 

Huntress Carrie is doing and mourns the death and destruction she caused at the gym and 

continues to cause as she moves through the town. She mourns her inability to ever fulfill her 

desire of friendship. Carrie's Victim identity is submissive to her Huntress identity, yet is still 

producing signals of distress. Even though the Huntress is dominant, a part of Carrie will always 

want to be part of a community and complete her hero’s journey, but the massacre denies her of 

that right. 

When Carrie arrives at the White Household after her rampage through the city, she is 

teetering again on the edge of the Huntress and the Victim. When Carrie returns to her home, she 

is returning to the domestic space; Carrie’s mother is waiting for her “like a very bright 

scholar… but her eyes were deranged” (208). Carrie’s mother knows what she must do to stop 

Carrie and is unafraid of her. When Carrie sees her mother, who is attempting to regain her 

dominant role in the household, Carrie recedes back into the Victim role. Though Carrie arrives 

with the intention of killing her mother, yet when she confronts her mother all she can say is that 

“it's not right.” Carrie is at a teetering moment between Huntress and Victim, she does not have 

the will to kill her mother outright as her last hope of regaining a homosocial relationship she 

previously lost. Huntress Carrie wants to kill her mother and end her suffering while Victim 

Carrie begs her mother for help, screaming “Oh momma, help me” (210). In the novel, Carrie 

begs her mother to help in the same way that she does earlier in the novel, when she asks her 

mother for help in understanding her menstruation (54). Earlier, Carrie’s mother fails in helping 

Carrie by hurting her, kicking her, and forcing her to pray instead of explaining her bodily 

functions to her; later in the novel, Carrie’s mother fails by hurting Carrie again. Carrie’s mother 
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is Carrie’s last chance at completing her female hero’s journey and bettering the Known World 

with her power and knowledge. As the only remaining inhabitant of the Known World, Carrie 

gives her mother a final chance to help Carrie complete her quest. 

Carrie's mother fails Carrie's test of redemption by stabbing Carrie deep in the shoulder 

with the knife she wanted to kill her with twice before.43 This final act of betrayal pushes Carrie 

-who was teetering between Victim and Huntress- over the edge. Blood from Carrie's wound 

“began to ooze from around the handle of the knife” and Carrie gains the resolve as the Huntress 

that she lacks as the Victim. She calmly explains, “I'm going to give you a present, Momma” and 

believes that she is giving her mother a final macabre gift: “Darkness. And whatever God lives 

there” (211). Using her telekinesis, Carrie stops her mother's heart from beating, killing her 

bloodlessly. Other victims of Carrie White's powers died in blood and fire, but Carrie reserves a 

bloodless death for her mother. Though it would have been easier to drive knives into her 

mother's body with her telekinesis, Carrie instead chooses to stop her heart. The slowing and 

stopping of her heart are juxtaposed to Carrie's own heart, which beats faster the more power she 

uses. Not only is Carrie's mother the antithesis to Carrie's power but she is the bane of Carrie 

herself. The Huntress Carrie wanted to kill her mother in a way that separated her as much as 

possible from the power she was feeling and from herself, to show her mother that she was no 

longer in control of her and that Carrie no longer wishes to be bonded to her in any way. 

Furthermore, preserving a bloodless death for her mother separates Carrie’s mother from 

the Christ figure that she fanatically adored. The images of Christ in Carrie’s prayer closet are 

bloody, wounded, and mutilated (48). Carrie’s mother desired to exemplify her perception of 

43 Once, when Carrie was born, Margaret White attempted to kill her; the second time was when Carrie was three 
and rained rocks down upon the house. Margaret states that the knife she stabs Carrie with is the same knife she 
wanted to use on other occasions (210). 
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Christ but Carrie was so badly betrayed by her mother’s act of attempted filicide that Carrie did 

not want her mother to resemble the savior-figure.44 Instead, she saw it fit to give Margaret a 

death that was as far removed from the White household’s image as possible. 

Killing her mother, destroying the school (which had been the root of her suffering for 

years), and rampaging through the town left nothing for the Huntress to hunt. She has destroyed 

all other female communities around her, which removes all possibility for redemption from 

Carrie and dooms her to monstrosity because there are no communities left for Carrie to join to 

complete her Female Hero’s Journey. This reflects Carrie’s mother, who lost all opportunity for 

redemption when she attempts to kill Carrie. Every social grouping that had denied Carrie 

throughout her life has been destroyed, so when Carrie ends her mother's life, the Huntress 

recedes. The Victim Carrie emerges; her thoughts turn back into those of a lost and afraid child 

who seeks love and acceptance. She leaves the house thinking “where's my momma” as if she 

does not realize that she had ended her mother's life moments before. She wanders aimlessly, 

without a purpose, knowing that “there was something she was supposed to do” but unable to 

remember (212). Victim Carrie is lost and afraid and without the cognitive ability to remember 

what she did to the town. The Victim is unable to remember the violence she spread through the 

town because those memories belong to the Huntress. The Victim begs her mother for 

forgiveness, “momma i'm sorry it all went wrong o momma o please o please i hurt so bad 

momma what do i do” and realizes that, to be at peace she must die (221). The train-of-thought 

grammatical structure of Carrie’s thoughts indicate a decline into infantilism. As Carrie crawls 

through the field by the White household, she reverts into the mentality of a helpless child, 

dependent on and searching for her mother. Alegre, author of “Nightmares of Childhood: The 

44 This is contradictory to De Palma’s portrayal of Margaret White’s death in his film version of Carrie, in which 
Margaret dies, penetrated by knives and displayed with her arms outstretched, mirroring Jesus on the cross. 
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Child and the Monster in Four Novels by Stephen King” agrues that children in King's novels 

tend toward parent-associated trauma and states that “the children of his fiction must be 

inevitably traumatized by the horrific experiences King builds around them” (106). And Carrie is 

no different. By the end of the novel, Carrie is so heavily traumatized by her relationship with 

her fanatical mother that she cannot live with the knowledge of what she did and what happened 

to her. 

The Huntress’s reign ends when she has successfully eliminated all of the social groups 

that denied Carrie entrance, leaving Sue Snell as the lone survivor of the Huntress’s rage and the 

last chance Carrie has to create a social bond. Because Sue Snell is the only person to witness 

Carrie’s death, Sue is Carrie’s final option at connection and community with another woman. 

The overwhelming flow of thoughts that Carrie forces upon Sue as she dies allows Sue to see 

everything that Carrie had been through and to experience the bullying and torment from 

Carrie’s perspective. In the final moments of Carrie's life, Sue is pulled to Carrie's social, 

emotional, and mental level. Sue feels Carrie die and that feeling is too much for Sue to bear as 

she “felt that she was dying herself” (232). For the moment in which Sue and Carrie are 

connected they form a bond; however, this bond is not sustained. When Carrie dies, the 

relationship between her and Sue collapses, leaving Sue without a female community to turn to. 

Overpowered by her link with Carrie, Sue is forced into menstruation and feels “the slow course 

of dark menstrual blood down her thighs” (233). Sue mirrors Carrie in this moment, experiencing 

emotional trauma and terror in one moment, as well as becoming “open” because of her 

menstruation.45 Before Carrie forces Sue to menstruate, she had been “almost a week late,” 

making her forced-menstruation abnormal in two ways: it is late and it is forced upon her by 

45 Clover states that “a menstruating woman is a woman 'open'” in her book Men, Women, and Chainsaws: Gender 
in the Modern Horror Film (77). 
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Carrie instead of occurring naturally and within her expected timeframe (154, 233). And so Sue 

experiences the same fission that turned Carrie into a monster, thus becoming a monster herself 

and failing her Hero’s Journey, just as Carrie failed her own. Sue’s unnatural menstruation and 

the destruction of her female communities turn her from a typical character into a monster. 

Sue’s abnormal menstruation and fission is the instance which turns her into a monster, 

but she remains a monster into adulthood. Because Sue does not attempt to rejoin a female 

community as an adult, she is never able to complete her Female Hero’s Journey. Later, as Sue 

reflects on her experience with Carrie, she confirms her status as a monster. She describes that 

she is “not sorry” for the events that happened at prom and she is “not sorry that Tommy is 

dead.” The reason she does not want to say that she is sorry for them is because she claims that 

“they’re the ones who saw how dreadfully sorry they are” (133). She separates herself from what 

people expect of her because they expect her to be sorry for what happened to Tommy, who she 

loved. Other people express their sorrow over what happened, but Sue doesn’t feel the same way 

that other people do about the events that occurred. She also aims to separate herself from others 

by “going someplace where nobody knows [her]” (243). After her experience on Prom Night, 

Sue excludes herself from homosocial communities, voluntarily doing what Carrie was forced to 

do (which is, becoming an outsider). Like Carrie, Sue fails her hero’s journey by failing to join a 

female community. 

The fission that Carrie experiences at the beginning of the novel turns her simultaneously 

into monster and victim. The monstrous side of Carrie, the Huntress, eventually causes fission 

within Sue Snell. Carrie is triggered into splitting by the flow of her menstrual blood, just as 

Sue's division is signaled by her own unexpected menstruation. Because of their monstrous 

menstruation, neither Sue nor Carrie are able to complete the final step in their Hero’s Journeys: 
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to become part of a community of women. This symbolizes the perception that women who 

publicly menstruate are stigmatized, and women who unusually menstruate are ostracized; Carrie 

and Sue, who both publicly and unusually menstruate, become monsters because of their 

menstruation and lose the option to belong in a female community. 
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Conclusion 
As I have examined in both Stephen King’s Carrie and John Fawcett’s Ginger Snaps, 

menstruation is a powerful tool in the development of female characters in Horror texts. In the 

horror genre, women who menstruate abnormally are ostracized from female communities and 

ultimately end up damaging their potential homosocial relationships, which results in them 

failing their hero’s journeys. The female hero’s journey concludes with the female character 

joining a community with which they can impart their wisdom; however, neither Carrie nor 

Ginger complete this stage of their journeys. Instead, Carrie and Ginger choose to destroy the 

groups of women around them, solidifying their roles as monsters and ensuring that they never 

obtain the role of the Hero. Both Carrie and Ginger’s monstrosity is triggered by their abnormal 

menarche; this common theme suggests to the audience that “aberrant” menstruation exists (and, 

therefore, “normal” menstruation also exists) and that women who do not menstruate according 

to normalized conventions can never be heroes of their stories. Because of their unusual 

menstruation, Carrie and Ginger undergo stress that influences their positions in female 

communities and turn them into monstrous figures. 

Because Carrie and Ginger Snaps condemn women to monstrosity due to menstruation 

that is not “socially acceptable,” they enforce misrepresentations of female biology and 

psychology. Instead, the texts imply that women who do not conform are unable to become 

heroes, and therefore, unable to belong in civilized communities. Despite being texts that feature 

powerful female characters, the fact that Ginger and Carrie are punished for their unwillingness 

to conform to traditional female roles suggests that these texts support damaging stereotypes for 

women instead of dissolving the segregation between male and female gender norms. By 

existing outside the predetermined female archetypes that are socially acceptable (as Ginger 

says, “Slut, bitch, tease, or the virgin next door”), Carrie and Ginger not only doom themselves, 
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but they are dangerous enough to hurt (and even destroy) the homosocial relationships around 

them. 

Because of an event that is triggered by her menarche, Ginger Fitzgerald transforms from 

human to beast, and from a supportive sister to a murderous monster. At the beginning of the 

film Ginger Snaps, Ginger has a successful female community with her sister, Brigitte. Though 

Ginger and Brigitte are ostracized by their peers, they find comfort and connection with their 

relationship with each other. Ginger and Brigitte do not feel pressured to belong to a larger 

homosocial group because they do not agree with the gender roles that their peers have decided 

to take on. However, by the end of the film, Ginger willingly conforms to one of the roles she 

accuses society of pressuring women into, using her power within that role to control the men 

around her. 

While Ginger desires a life outside of what others expect of her as a woman, Carrie wants 

to be able to assimilate into her peer’s culture, which is a culture that supports conventional 

gender roles. Carrie craves connection with the other women in her community; however, the 

only woman that Carrie has had the opportunity to connect with is her mother: a female character 

that does not provide the support and understanding that Pearson and Pope note as a requirement 

for the final stage of the Female Hero’s Journey. Because Carrie cannot find healthy 

relationships amongst other people, she instead creates her own internal community, separating 

herself into two identities that interact and protect each other. However, Carrie’s self-constructed 

community does not fulfill the desire that Carrie has for female connection. Carrie ultimately 

performs a traditional role as a woman amongst her peers by attending the school prom, wearing 

makeup and beautifying herself to fit in. However, even though she conforms to feminine 

expectations, her peers continue to exclude her from their community. The ultimate denial by her 
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classmates pushes Carrie over the boundary between victim and monster and recedes into her 

self-constructed community. 

Both Carrie and Ginger Snaps include female monsters whose monstrosity is exhibited in 

their attempt to destroy the female communities around them instead of attempting to join them, 

as a female hero would. Carrie and Ginger Snaps represent assumptions and misunderstandings 

about menstruation and the fears that accompany them. Carrie’s menstruation is abnormal 

because of its publicity (her entire class sees it), its lateness (she is 16 when it begins), and 

Carrie’s ignorance (she did not understand why she was bleeding); Carrie is punished for her 

unusual menstruation, which represents a social stigmatization against menses that does not 

conform to assumptions of how periods are supposed to function. Meanwhile, Ginger’s 

menstruation is abnormal because of her hatred of it (she dreads her period), her late menarche 

(she is 16 when it begins), and the lycanthropic symptoms that accompany it (hair growth, sexual 

appetite, etc). Ginger Snaps displays the misunderstandings of menstruation, including 

exaggerated versions of symptoms of Premenstrual Syndrome and hormonal changes. By making 

Carrie and Ginger monsters due to events that take place because of their menstruation, Carrie 

and Ginger Snaps reinforce the widespread fear of menstruating women. 

Carrie and Ginger Snaps are not the only texts to use menstruation as a catalyst for 

horror; menstruation plays a key role in other horror films as well, which further enforces the 

connection between menstruating women and fear. In the 2002 film, Dog Soldiers, a squad of 

military personnel encounter a female werewolf who declares “it’s that time of the month” 

before transforming and attacking the group of men. In the 2015 film, The Reaping, the 

protagonist notices menstrual blood belonging the pubescent child that she assumes is a 

prophesized devil-child. The sight of menstrual blood in the case of The Reaping occurs 
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immediately before the protagonist realizes that she must kill the child, as if the sight of her 

menstrual blood reinforces the idea that the child is evil. In many similar cases, monstrous 

women in horror films are menstruating or undergoing puberty. 

It isn’t just menstruation that is depicted as monstrous in horror; all elements of female 

reproduction are used as elements of horror, including female genitalia and pregnancy. Women 

are dangerous because, as Clover mentions, they are open beings. Creed begins the introduction 

of The Monstrous Feminine by explaining that “the horror film is populated by female monsters, 

many of which seem to have evolved from images that haunted the dreams, myths and artistic 

practices of our forebears many centuries ago” (1). Women are often vessels for possession or 

psychosis in the horror genre. In the 1968 film Rosemary’s Baby, young Rosemary discovers that 

the child that she is pregnant with is not a normal child, but is the child of the Devil. Though 

Rosemary is the victim of the film, she is used as a literal vessel that allows the monstrous child 

to be born. Likewise, Teeth (2007) illustrates the fear of female genitalia and vagina dentata (or 

vaginal teeth). The film’s protagonist, Dawn, uses her vagina dentata to protect her from sexual 

assault and, later, to get revenge on the men who have wronged her. The use of female 

reproductive organs in horror suggest a widespread fear of female biology, stemming from the 

general ignorance and stigmatization of female sexuality. People who are ignorant about female 

biology fear what might be happening inside women because they are “empty vessels” that are 

capable of being filled by an outside force, which, in the horror genre, is terribly evil or 

dangerous. 

The study of the representation of women in the horror genre is a vital faction of the 

study of Feminist Literature because of the monstrous way women are depicted in horror texts. 

Many of the female monsters throughout the genre have monstrous traits that are associated with 
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reproduction or sex. Carrie and Ginger Snaps use examples of abnormal menstruation to 

represent monstrosity, which suggests a cultural stigmatization and fear of menstruating 

women. The roles that women occupy in horror texts illustrates the cultural misunderstanding of 

female reproduction and sexuality. Ginger Snaps was directed by a male author and Carrie was 

written by a male author; female authors and directors offer a different perspective on monstrous 

women than King and Fawcett. For example, American Mary (2012) and A Girl Walks Home 

Alone at Night (2014) are horror films that are directed by women and feature female monsters; 

the female monsters in these films are decisive and have agency over their own actions. 

Meanwhile, Carrie and Ginger do not have control over their behavior and are depicted as “out-

of-control” or hysterical. From the male perspective that they offer, Carrie and Ginger Snaps 

make clear that the misconceptions of menstruating women still permeate throughout literature 

and film, which enforces stigmatization of “aberrant” menstruation and “outcast” women. Carrie 

and Ginger Snaps reinscribe hetero-normative patriarchal ideas that suggest that menstruating 

women are dangerous, turning them into monsters that end their stories by being conquered and 

killed as punishment for their violent actions. 

By examining Carrie and Ginger Snaps through the Female Hero’s Journey, I have 

limited my study, especially within the realm of gender studies. The Female Hero’s Journey was 

created by Pearson and Pope in response to Campbell’s Hero’s Journey, which assumes that the 

hero is male (vii). However, the limitation of the Female Hero’s Journey is that it is presented as 

an alternative for the Hero’s Journey and therefore assumes that the protagonist of the story is 

either male or female. This gendered definition of hero excludes protagonists that identify as 

non-binary. Even if my analysis has critiqued and analyzed how Ginger Snaps and Carrie 

challenge binary gender roles, nevertheless my close readings necessitate referring to a binary 
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system. To include the gender spectrum theory of gender studies, I would also to consider how 

gender and monstrosity can operate in ways that do not reinforce masculine vs. feminine extreme 

and other facets heteronormative gender roles and gender expectations. 
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